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On Emergency Basis
Hospital Board To Accept Ambulance Service
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board Thursday night agreed
to accept on an emergency basis an am-
bulance service, effective Jan. 1, 1980,
with the following conditions:
--The city and county are to,furnish
three ambulances.-
-- A referendum concerning i yes or
no vote for an ambulance tax is to be
placed on the May 1980 ballot.
The hospital is to receive a $90,000
annual donation from the city and coun-
ty.
--The hospital agrees to accept the
service on an emergency basis unless
voters want to pay for it through taxes.
In previous legislative action, the
Murray Common Council approved a
recommendation to offer $30,000 to the
hospital toward a joint ambulance ser-
vice. Responding to the city's action,
the Calloway County Fiscal Court join-
ed in the subsidy with $45,000, that con-
stitutes the present arrangement
between city and county on a 60-40
basis.
It was agreed in the meeting that the
$90,000 annual donation would be pro-
vided on the 60-40 basis. The city then
would be required to pay $36,000 while
$54,000 would come from the county.
Those are the same annual figures paid
to the present ambulance service,
Angels of Mercy, a private firm from
Paducah. Its contract expires Dec. 31.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley said the
issue will be presented to the council at
its next meeting, Oct. 25. The council
will need to approve the proposed
$36,000 portion of the donation, Henley
said.
County attorney Max Parker attend-
ed the meeting for Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller, who was out of town.
He said the hospital motion will be
brought before the fiscal court at a
future date, to be set by Miller.
The primary concern by the board
members during the discussion dealt
with the amount of the donation, or sub-
sidy, to the hospital for the service.
Parker said he felt the $75,000
originally offered by the city and coun-
ty would be sufficient. He added that
statistics revealed that the estimated
average loss for state hospital am-
bulance services was around $60,000.
The service should be used on a trial
basis for a designated length of time
and if additional money is required, the
council, fiscal court and the hospital
board should meet to discuss more
funds, Parker said.
In prior meetings, the hospital board
had estimated that $120,000 was needed
to run the service. Hospital board
member Jim Garrison said he felt the
$120,000 figure was not an exaggerated
estimate.
A possibility of city and county runn-
ing separate services was considered.
Garrison said that he felt the service
should be kept together_ He added, in
his opinion, the service should be
responsible for all county citizens and it
should be kept in the black.
Commission Delays
Vote On Rezoning
The Murray Planning Commission
postponed action at a public hearing
Thursday night on the rezoning request
from Parker Ford Inc. on a lot at 703W.
Main St. The request will be voted on at
the commission's next meeting on Nov.
20.
The request calla for the lot to be
rezoned from P.O., professional office,
to B-3, commercial building. The lot,
which was the site of the old Warren
Swann home, is located adjacent to the
Parker business.
James Parker and David Parker, two
of the owners of the firm, appeared
before the commission to give their
reasons for requesting the action and to
present letters from property owners in
the area.
The Parkers stated that they want to
use the area as a sales lot on which to
display new cars. They felt the rezoning
action was necessary for their business
to continue to expand and for them to
maintain their commitment to the
downtown business district.
Letters of support were read frorr
Buddy Buckingham, president of the
Murray Merchants Association; Mason
Ross, Main Street and 7th Street
property owner; Mrs. Catherine
Purdom, property owner at 705 Main;
Dr. Howard Titsworth, whose office is
located at 708 Main; Dr. A. H. Kop-
perud, who has an office at 711 Main
and resides at 800 Main; and from the
Comprehensive Care Center at 702
Main.
MHS, CCHS Choral Groups
To Participate In Festival
Choral groups from Murray High
School and Calloway County High
School will participate in the First
District Choral Festival to be held
Monday, Oct 22, at Paducah.
Joan Bowker, director of choral
music at Murray High, said the Mixed
Chorus will represent the school at the
festival.
The Mixed Chorus, Freshman Choir,
and Girls Chorus will represent
Calloway County High, aceording to
lavaughn R. Wells, director of choral
music there.
A concert will be presented at 7 p.m.
• .
ACCIDENT AT MATER — Patrick L Lewis, Route 8, Murray, is listed in satisfactory condition in the intensive 
care
unit of Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, following a one-car accident at 3:15 p.m. Thursday on Highway 1346 near Dexter.
According to Kentucky State Police trooper Gary Cline, Lewis was traveli
ng east on Highway 1346 and lost control
of his car attempting to turn right onto another road. The car overturned and landed in a field with Lewis trapped
inside. Lewis, 32, was taken first by the Mercy Ambulance Service to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital 
before
being transferred to Lourdes with head and internal injuries. Staff Ptioto By Debble N I ee
Monday in the first Baptist Church, 2890
Broadway, Paducah, with Dr. Milburn
Price as director. The public is invited
to attend the concert.
Dr. Price is professor of music at
Furman University, Greenville, S. C.,
where he teaches voice and church
music, directs the Furman Concert
Choir, and is chairman of the music
department. A native of Mississippi, he
holds the B. M. degree from the
University of Mississippi, the M. M.
degree from Baylor University, and the
D.M.A. from the University of Southern
California.
"If you want us I the hospital) to have
the service, give us the money to
operate it and you're about $50,000
short," Garrison said to Henley and
Parker.
Hospital board member John
Youngernnan asked why the city and
county offered the hospital $75,000 when
the two currently are paying the pre-
sent service $90,000.
Parker said the Angels of Mercy re-
quested $90,000 but, in his opinion, it
would be difficult for city and county to
continue a subsidy at that rate.
Dr. William Wilson, hospital chief of
staff, said no formal medical staff
meeting has been held concerning the
issue. However, he added, from talking
with several doctors, the staff does not
want to accept the service "at a definite
high loss."
Martha Broach, hospital board
member, said she felt the board's
prime responsibility was to the
hospital. She added if the service was
run at a loss, it may be -an injustice to
the.liospital."
Board member Graham Feltner ex-
pressed his opinion that the service
should be run on a one-year trial basis.
OFF TO MURFREESBORO: Murray High School's 143-member Tiger Band,
shown here last Saturday night at Roy Stewart Stadium as it finished .05 of a
percentage point behind grand champion Christian County in the 24-band
Festival of Champions at Murray State University, will be in Murfreesboro,
Tenn., tomorrow competing in the Contest of Champions at Middle Ten-
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Fair and mild tonight with lows
In the upper 50s to low 60s. Partly
sunny breezy and warm Satur-
day, highs in the low to mid 80s.
Sunday through Tuesday:
Warm Sunday but cooler Monday
and Tuesday. Chance of showers
Monday. Highs 75 to 80 Sunday
dropping to the mid 50s to low 60s
Tuesday. Lows in the 50s Sunday
and Monday but 35 to 45 on
Tuesday.
Feltner added the board, council and
fiscal court could discuss additional
funding after that initial year.
Stuart Poston, hospital ad-
ministrator, said he felt the timing of
the issue was bad, because of the pre-
sent construction project. He added
that he does not want "a half-way ser-
vice with half-way personnel."
In other items on the agenda, Larry
Bartlett, director of campus planning
at Murray State University who design-
ed the plans for the hospital landscap-
ing project, recommended the board
accept a $25,163 bid from Jones
Nursery. The recommendation was ap-
proved.
Bartlett worked on the plans as a
civic project without payment from the
hospital.
Poston said the estimated completion
date for the building program would be
June 1980. He added the date may
change depending on future oc-
curences.
Poston also reported that hospital
statistics are down.
Emergency room personnel salaries
were raised from $28 to $30 dollars an
hour.
peting in the Murfreesboro event the past four years. Earlier this year, it
placed first in the Lone Oak Invitational and finished second to Lexington
Lafayette in the Lexington Lions Club's festival Oct. 6. The band is directed
by James (Buddy) Light, with the assistance of Jim Wright and Richard
McLendon. The following Saturday, Oct. 27, the band will appear in the
Murray State University Homecoming Parade.
-Curris 'Feeling Low' After CHE
Move Against Building Projects
By WALT APPERSON
Murray State president Deno Curris
was "feeling low" as he spoke to the
local Rotary Club on Thursday. Prime
reason was the fact that the state
Council on Higher Education has put
the brakes on $241.1 million in proposed
building projects at state supported
universities! Among those hit at
Murray State are the new Racer
basketball arena and a new technical
building. These two projects will go on
to the legislature and finance depart-
ment with no recommendation for
funding from the CHE. The projects
approved for funding at the CHE
meeting totaling $84.8 million are all of
UK, U of L and Northern Kentucky.
This is a bitter pill to have to swallow
and one member of the club said, "We
are down here waiting for crumbs while
the table is set for UK, U of L. and
Northern." "We need to impress as
forcefully as possible our needs to the
legislature and the next governor," a
long time Rotary member added.
Dr. Curris pointed out that MSU has
an economic impact in the area to the
tune of $34 million in personal income
for those at the university. MSU is the
biggest employer in the county. He said
the impact would be greater if we had a
large construction company locally to
handle projects at MSU. In pointing out
the impact he referred to an Economic
Report recently prepared by Dr. Gil
Mathis of MSU. The homecoming here
next week will draw more than 5,000
people to Murray and the university has
effects on schools, services and other
local endeavors, the report points out.
"The university is tied to the com-
munity and the community is tied to the
university," Dr. Curris said.
Dr. Curris said the two biggest
problems facing Murray &ate in the
future are: state support for higher
education and keeping up enrollment
for the 80's.
Seven of the members of the higher
education board are from Lexington,
Louisville and central Kentucky. This
council has impact on funds, programs
and buildings for state universities and
it is only natural they will be more
sensitive to the needs of the areas
where they live.
He said declines in student
enrollment were expected in the 80's
due to declines in birth rates and thus
fewer college age students. To offset
this he said the university must attract
quality students, hold on to the out of
state waivers on tuition and have ef-
fective expenditures. "We must
minimize the impact for we can't afford
mediocrity," he added.
He enlisted the support of the entire
community in helping to bring Murray
State's needs to the legislature and
governor. "This is too big a battle for
Deno Curris to fight and we are going to
have to help him in carrying the
message to Frankfort," several of the
members said in accord.
U.S. Economy Rebounds From
Slump During Second Quarter
By EILEEN ALT POWELL
Aprociated Pre rr Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S.
economy rebounded from a second-
quarter slump to grow at an annual rate
of 2.4 percent from July through Sep-
tember, the government reported
today.
The 'figure from the Commerce
Department was stronger than ex-
pected and added new fuel to the
controversy about whether the nation's
seventh recession since World War II
was under way.
Much of the growth was attributed to
a surge in sales, which had suffered
from April through June because
gasoline lines inhibited shopping and a
shortage of crude oil depressed trade,
said a Commerce analyst who asked
not to be identified.
The third-quarter growth, which
some analysts say could be a tem-
Porary plateau before the nation's
Output again turns dowri, followed a
second-quarter decline of 2.3 percent at
an annual rate. • ,
Had the third-quarter figure also
shown a drop, the statistics would have
lined up well with the traditional
definition of a recession: two con-
secutive quarters of declining output.
The third-quarter growth figure was
the strongest so far this year, though
still weaker than the 3.5 percent ex-
pansion in the third quarter of 1978.
And it occurred, in good part,
because Americans saved a mere 4.1
percent of their earnings — the lowest
savings rate in more than 25 years,
Commerce analyst Adren Cooper said.
Is the economy in recession?
"We don't know from this," Cooper
said. "If you look at the figures, gross
national product is back almost to the
level of the first quarter."
Inflation adjusted gross national
product stood at $1.43 trillion, about $2
million higher than the first quarter
level, the report showed.
Consumer purchases from July
through September rose 1.1 percent to
$924.8 billion, more than recovering
from the 0.7 percent decline of the
previous quarter, the report indicated.
Trade surged 47 percent to $19.4
billion, again more than making up for
the M percent drop in the second
quarter.
Although the report indicates that
inflation slowed from an annual rate of
9.3 percent in the first two quarters of
the year to 8.4 percent in the third
quarter, the income of Americans
suffered.
. Income adjusted for both inflation
and taxes was down 0.3 percent in the
third quarter to $990.3 billion. It had
fallen 0.4 percent in the preceding
quarter.
"Real income is down, yet there's a
strong recovery in consumer spen-
ding," Cooper noted. "Consumers
didn't save. They just spent most of
their money."
Before adjustment for inflation, the
value of the nation's goods and services
stood at an annual $2.39 trillion in the
third quarter, up at an 11 percent an-
nual rate from the second quarter.
The statistics are likely to heighten,
rather than depress, debate over




More than 40 citations for vehicles not
having Murray city stickers were given
out this morning in police roadblocks.
according to Jerry Lee, Murray Chief
of rolice.
Lee said all vehicles belonging to
persons living or working in Murray
must have city stickers. He added that








FOR SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21; 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Relationships reach a
turning point. Singles may
consider a deeper in-
volvement and marriOs can
expect exciting ' newa from
mates.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
A heavy work load may cut
into leisure time, but you'll
make important progress. Let
close ones help out in some
manner.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Fun activities indicated, but
don't wear yourself out.
Through work you may meet
an exciting new romantic
prospect. Enjoy hobbies.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
The accent is on family and
family reunions. Keep in touch
with relatives either by phone
or via letter. Make iniportant
domestic decisions.
LEO
(July 23 to *Aug. 22)46f
Visit nearby relatives. A
busy day of incoming and
outgoing messages. Trust
hunches re creative projects.
Don't spread yourself too thin.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept, 22) 111V
A gOod day for shopping, but
keep spending within af-
fordable limits. Make the
decisions that will lead to
increased revenues.
LIBRA
(Sept. 2.3 to Oct. 22)-1_1.-n
You may consider a change
in appearance or style. A good





.( Oct. 72 to Nov. 21) Me*
Be careful of valuables.
Don't misplace items. A time
for self-analysis and getting it
together. Take stock of recent
developments.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )r
• A busy round of social ac-
tivity with an accent on
community involvement. Do
your part to get to know others
better. Become involved.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) ViSilmlf
A twist of circumstances
careerwise leaves you in a
favorable position. A crisis
situation gives you the chance
to exhibit your talents.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Travel and business mix
favorably. Consult with ad-




(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A loan may have to be
renegotiated, but the outcome
is favorable. A busy day of
preliminary talks with ad-
visers re capital.
YOU BORN TODAY are
tactful and diplomatic. Often
you choose an artistic career
as an outlet for your sen-
sitivity and imagination, you
can write poetry and fiction
and are also attracted to
philosophy and religion. Law,
politics, teaching, music and
medicine are other suitable
occupations for you. You fare
well in partnerships and do
best when encouraged by
others. You are more inclined
to small business than large
affairs. Avoid a tendency to
get depressed for your mission
in life is to spread joy. Bir-
thciate of: Dr. Joyce Brothers,
psychologist; Mickey Mantle,






was Terry Bogard,of Murray.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Mrs. .Crockett Thorpe of









Now's the time to have your family photos
made for Christmas giving.
"The Perfect Christmas Gift"
Act now and take advantage of the beautiful
fall colors.




118 So. 12th 753-0035
EUNICE HENRY, left, of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star,
presents a ticket to Penny Morgan, right, for the pancake breakfast to be held from 6 a.m. to
12 noon on Saturday, Oct. 20, at the 16dge hall, located at iiaghviay 121 North at Joluin)
Robertson Road. Henry will be cooking pancakes throughout the morning and urges the
public to attend the breakfast.
Secretaries' fVorkshop
Held By Local Chapter
The Professional Office
Personnel Workshop "Smooth
Sailing Through the Eighties"
sponsored by the Murray
• Chapter of the National
Secretaries Association
( International, was held
Satutday. Sept. 29 at the
Murray State University







conducted by Dr. Laverne
Ryan, assistant professor of
Business Education and Office
Administration and Coor-
dinator of the CPS Review
Courses , and Examination
Center at MSU..
"Media Advertising" was
lead by Joseph V. Rigsby,
assistant professor of Jour-
nalism and Graphis Arts
Design at MSU.
Dr. J: Thomas Muehleman,
associate professor of
Psychology and Director of
the Psycholigical Center at
MSU presented the workshop
on "Conquering Stress."
The pnrticiparits held a
coffee break in the .morning
 .between sessions and a buffet
luncheon was served at noon
with door prizes being given
Dr. James J. Thompson
away.
The general session in the
afternoon featured the
speaker, Dr. James J
Thompson, a native of Belfast.
Northern Ireland and
Chairman of the Department
of Educational Media at the
University of South Alabama.
His topic was "Corn
municating Without Words "
The - participants learn
great deal about. non-ve *
communications and body
language, a spokesman said.
Cypress Springs Restaurant
Overlooktng beauhlul Ky Loke
Special
Fri., Sat., & Sun. October 19, 20, 21
21 Shrimp $299Reg S 3 95
Includes: 21 shrimp, hushpuppies, onion rings, french
fries, cole slaw and tartar sauce.
Phone 436-5496
IMAGINE!
A SCONTSPIC MONA MOOD Pt MARIUS
STALKS A COMMAS.. ONO* MAW* JACK THE AMPAR
?MO STOOP
Thsti LIAR
MALCOLM McDOWELL DAVID WARNER Pt
MARY ',TEE NHURGE N
Late Show Fri. Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment 18 Or Over Only
3rd Big Week!
7:15,9:15+ 2:30 Sun
"A Comedy To Cheer About. It's






24 Hr. Program Information 753-3314
3rd Torrid Week!
7:10,9:20 + 2:30Sun.
A temptingly tasteful comedy
for adults who can count
BLAKE EDWAR[X,-
re 1 ,


















Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB — You
have stated several times that
leg lifts work the back
muscle I can't stand it
anymore Come to the gym
with me and I will do 20 or 30
straight-leg leg lifts and you
can put your hand under the
small of my back and feel that
my back muscles are relaxed
as I perform this exercise.
I am 58 and do have lower
back problems but I can live
with them nicely if I get good
exercise, especially heavy
exercise that strains the back
muscle. Leg lifts are of no
noticeable consequence to my
back condition.
DEAR READER — And
come with me to the anatomy
lab and learn how the body
works. I'm not the least bit
interested in the muscles in
T.Deox-Abbt
By Abigail- Van Buren
Her Kisses
Tell On Him
DEAR ABBY: Fin a man, over 70. My wife died suddenly
several months ago. and I found out that I just coulan't get
along wit hout female tompanionship.
As a young man I suppose I had the usual number of
girltrienCiS. but I haven't courted for 50 years. and am rather
•
I recentTY a'Cikt.".d a woman in my age group to accompany
me to a y ariety of social engagements. She was most
agreeable. She turned out to be a warm. lively. abecttonate
companion. and I musf admit that I am crazy about her!
The problem: fler kisses. Abby. this woman's kisses shake
tie t•om top to toe. I don't know why. I hate ti call it "tech
clique.' or suggest that she has developed her kissing pur
pwitiy..but she must be conscious of the-effect her kissing
has on males. (She is a widuw.1 I can't learn from her because
I don't know what she is doing. I only know that
 this
woman's kisses drive me crazy. All the kisses I hate had
before are just not in the same league. She is gentle. S
he is
loving, but I am glad that not all women kiss the way she
does. There must be a happy. medium.
OVERWHELMED
DEAR OVER: Are you complaining? While kissing is
basically natural, techniques are developed. This woman i
s
giving you a message. She's probably crazy about you, too
,
so don't dismiss it as a routine "tongue-in-cheek" matt
er.
DEAR ABBY: ASKING IN ALASKA says. -Kid
s who
*ye . together beiore marriage don't deserve. weddin
g
presents. so they shouldn't be sent any." And you replied.
-It won't. work. Most parents land relativesI are so glad
 that
the kids finally made it legal, they send gifts anyway...
Well, here's how I handle it: Out of respect to the parent
s.
I send a gift. I buy the first low priced, ugly, useles
s piece of
junk I see. have it gift wrapped and sent. II 
there's a
shower. I do the same.'
I figure the gift is as appropriate as the wedding. 
And if
Mr. and Mrs. Sleazy Morals have any perception at
 all, they
will get the message that their wedding IS no more 
mean
ingful to me than it is to them.
REALISTIC IN
DEAR REALISTIC: Since you send • gift "out of r
espect
of the parents," how much "respect" do you think 
a "low-
priced, ugly, uSeless piece of junk" will convey?
You'd be ahead to save your time, money and "res
pect,"
and send nothing.
_ DEAR ABBY: Regarding the letter about the 
man marry
.ing a girl who was six months pregnant with 
another man's
child: that's my son you are talking about:and I am 
so ver%
proud of him.
He was engaged to this girl, and her brother-in la
w took
advantage of her. My son went ahead and married
 her, ad
vancing the wedding date so he could takelcareof her.
He's claiming the child as his own, and as far as I'
m con




DEAR GRANDPA: Congratulations—for more r
easons
than one.
CONFIDENTIAL TO B. Mc I IN GARDEN CITY, N.Y.
Precious little thanks are due me, but I do owe • great
 deal
to my top-notch advisers: "If a man knows wher
e to get good
advice, it is as though he could supply it himself." (Goe
the)
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abby
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose SI and a




Bible Classes  .10:00a.m.
10:45 a.m.
6.00 p.m.






South of Murray on
iId Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation
on one of our buses
phone 492-8206
GR PIAINCH ROAD
Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 8:30
WNBS RADIO (1340)
Searching the Scriptures: Sunday 12:30 P.N.
WBEtJ-TV. Ch. 7
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome Awaits Ten'
Inge King 492-8348
the small of your back
The ones that an orthopedic
specialist or an anatomist
would be interested in are
those that bend the hip asso-
ciated with the leg lift itself
These, my good friend, are not
the ones in the small of your
back at all They attach to the
top of the thigh bone (femur),
run up through the pelvis and
attach to the front of the bod-
ies of the vertebrae inside
your abdomen.
Specifically, these are the
psoas maior, the psoas minor
and the iliacus. When you do
leg lifts with the knee
straight, the leg acts as a
lever and the weight of the
foot and rest of the leg pro-
duces a strain particularly
upon these three muscles and
their attachments to the lum-
bar spine, the area. most apt
to be causing the problem. .
That's the very reason that
back specialists don't like
individuals to do vigorous
straight leg raising.
- Of course, the more_ you_ can
do to contract your abdominal
Muscles and use them, the less
load there will be on the mus-
cles that bend the thigh More-
over, the stronger your lower
abdominal muscles, the more
support you will get to your
back
Yes. I wholeheartedly agree
that properly done exercises
are very useful for most peo-
ple who have a variety of
back complaints. But I also
would add that improperly
done exercises in the wrong
person can aggravate the
problem rather than helping
it That's why I always ask
patients with back rproblems
to see their doctor before
starting an exercise program
In general. if you do leg
lifts with the knees bent St)
you don't have the lever-arm
effect, you have less risk of
jerking and straining the MILS
cies that bend the thigh and
straining the back where
these muscles attach.
I am sending you The
Health Letter nurnber 13-10.
Backache And What To Do -
About It. It discusses many of
the causes of backaches and
the types of exercises that
should be used to help relieve •
the problem. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
earSende_cifthiyour_sr 
newspaper,.
equest to  i)oe,,in
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Backache is a very common
complaint. A properly done
physical-fitness program
that's carried out regularly
can go a long way toward pre-
venting back problems or




The Murray Business and Professional Women's Club will
observe National Business Women's Week from Oct. 21 to 27
with several special events planned.
A breakfast will be held Sunddy, Oct. 21, at 7:30 a.m. at the
Boston Tea Party. Connie White will give the devotion and
the WOrnan of the Year will be amfounced.
On Wednesday, Oct. 24, a Friendship luncheon will be held
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Melissa McKinney, assistant news director at Radio Sta-
tion WSJP, will speak on her career in communications at the
dinner meeting to be held Thursday, Oct. 25, at 6:30 p.m. at
the Triangle Inn.
All working women are invited to these activities to help
celebrate National Business Women's Week, a club
spokesman said.
The week has been designated by the National Federation
of I3&PW Clubs to honor America's working women who are
devoting their time, talent, and energy to help other women
achieve the recognition and respect they deserve in the .
business world. Working women comprise 43 per cent of the




after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to bolo you make the
most of your now neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money. • .
Plus a basket of gifts for year family.
I'll be listening for your call.
IT ,i1..(tx4i ta)ryit Hamilton 7534570
The second best thing(
about Sunday
is not having to cook.
After visiting our famous salad bar, feat
uring
over 30 items, order from our menu or
 try







-HOT DINNER ROLLS & CORNBREAD—
All this for only $3.95 for you and $2.50 
for
your 12 and under child. Remember 
our Sun-
day menu changes weekly.
OPEN DAILY AT 11A, M.
BUFFET CLOSES AT 830 PM.













































































































Events Listed For Community Calendar
Friday • Oct. 19
entN at 1.ititti Between lite
1.akes v. ill include Makin'
Molasses from 9:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Empire Farm, and
Quilting Bee from 1 to 4
in hue Homeplace-1850.
Jazz Band II will present
concert at the Murray State




by Dr. Malcolm Chrisholm,
Indiana University,'w111 be at
3:30 p. in. in Rooni 312, Black-
burn Science Building;
Murray State University..
The Murray:" State Racer
Men's Cross Country Team
w ill host SoutheastMissouri
State in a 5-mile run at the
Murray Country Club
1•..giiining at 3:30 p.m.
International tea for all
foreign students at Murray'
State University will be held
at the Baptist Student Union
building at 6:30 p.m.
Twin Lakers Good Sam .Club
will meet at Columbus
Belmont State Park for the'
monthly campout with a chili
supper scheduled Saturday
evening at the campsite of
Grover and Doris Burkett,
wagonmasters.
Friday, Oct. 19
Murray High will play Todd
County in its homecoming
football game at Ty Holland
Stadium at 8 p.m.
Aurora Country Festival
will open at 8 p.m. with music
by the Country Trend at the
Wishing Well parking area.
Saturday, Oct.-28
Pancake breakfast will be
held from 6 a.m. to 12 noon at
the Masonic Hall, Highway 121
North, sponsored by Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star. The public is
invited.
Rock-A-Thon, fund raising
event sponsored by Murray
Sub-District United Methodist
Youth Fellowship, will be held




featuring The Tucker Girls
and The Kings Sons will be
held at 7 p.m. at the Dexter-
Hardin United Methodist
Church.
Skating party, sponsored by
Southwest 4-H Club for the
benefit of the Arthritis Fund,
will be held from 10 a.m. to 12
• noon at the Roller Skating
Rink, Murray. Cost will be
81.50 per person and the public
is invited.
- THE ACES IRA G CORN, JR
"Talent is likeRnponey. you
don't have to have it to talk
about it "-- Jules Renard.
Declarer Used his talents
to make today's interesting
slam. The opening lead gave
him the information he was
looking for and he played
well enough to eliminate the
need for him to talk about it.
Had declarer not paid
heed to the favorable spade
lead, he might well have lost
his slam. After trying for a
3-3 spade break and failing.
he would have to fall back
on a diamond finesse and
that would mean down one.
Declarer was the late
Albert Morehead. former
bridge editor of The • New
York Times. He did not fail
to. notice the opening lead
and he took full advantage
of the implications.
West's spade eight was
covered by dummy's nine
and East's jack and declarer
wen his king. Three rounds
of trumps placed the lead in
dummy and dummy's 10 of
spades was pushed through
East.
East covered and, when
declarer played the ace.
West's seven appeared.
establishing declarer's six
attd making the slam a
cinch.
But that was not enough.
Why not try for the over-
-.-....trick as long as there was no
risk to the slam?
Accordingly. a club was
led to dummy's ace and
dummy's spade deuce was
led for a finesse of declar-
er's four. This held. declar-.
er's spade six provided a
parking spot for dummy's
NORTH 10-11-A•
• 1092
• K 10 7 5 •
• A Q
• A 10 5 2
WEST
• 8 7
• 8 6 4
• 8 7 6 2











• K 10 9 4 3 '
4373
•
South West North East
1 • Pass 3, Pass
34 Pass 44 Pass
4 • Pass 5 • Pass
6 • Pass 6 All
pass
Opening lead: Eight of
spades
diamond queen and declarer
had a vulnerable slam, an
overtrick and a good story





• K 1094 3
+373
North South
I • 2 •
3 •
ANSWER: Four spades.
North's game try found a dou-
ble fit and a game should be a
big favorite.
- -
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
PO Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225.
with sell-addressed stamped envelope
for reply
•1111,.• • I •
SENIOR CITIZEN TOUR
—Escorted From Murray—
Oct. 21st, 6 a.m. for 10 Days
(Sponsored by Golden Age Club, Murray, Ky.)
GATLINIURG: SMOKY MOUNTAINS: CHEROKEE, NORTH
CAROLINA: BILTMORE HOUSE GARDENS: MERTLE BEACH, S.
CAROLINA: HISTORIC WILLIAMSBURG: WASHINGTON D.C. —
WHITE HOUSE, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE. ARLINGTON
CEMETERY: BLUE RIDGE-APPALACHIAN MTS. AND MORE
2 Adults — $295.00 Each Pow Room
4 Adults — $275.00 Each Per Room
For Information Call: 502-527-7157
Saturday, Oct. 20
Murray Shrine Club will





will continue today from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Square and round dancing Monday, Oct. 22
will be held at the Woodmen of Baptist Men of Sinking
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m. Spring Church will meet at
Seven Seas.
Chapter M of PEO will have
a 12 noon luncheon at the home
of Ann Herron, Hazel, with
Odessa Stubblefield as
cohostess. A report of
Supreme Convention will be
given. ,
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
p.m. at the Carman Pavillion
and for information call 437-
4229.
Aurora Country Festival
will open at 10 a.m. with
events including arts and
crafts fair, pony pull, antique
car parade, games, gospel
concert, and dance scheduled
throughout ,the day and
evening.
College Sunday School Class
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at at the church at
6:15 p.m. for a hayride.
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Women's, Guild will host a
bingo party at 7:30 p.m. at
Gleason Hall. Proceeds will go
toward thebuilding fund.
Graduate Records
Examinations test will be
given in Room 303, Business
Building, and American
College Test in Room 208,
Faculty Hall, Murray State
University, both at 8:30 a.m.
Murray Women's" Track
Team will host the "Racer
Run," a six team cross
country meet at the Murray
Country Club beginning at 11
a.m.
Selection of Black
Homecoming Queen will be -
held at the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray Stale
University, at 11:30 p.m.,
following the dance starting at
9 p.m.
Bake sale of Hazel Senior
Citizens will be held at 11:30
a.m. at the K-Mart, Murray.
- Dente Senior Citizens
Group 11 have a bazaar,
bake sal. and yard sale at the
Dexter C• titer from 9:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Makin'
Molasses from 9:30 a.m. to 3
p.m and fall Foliage from 1
to 4 p.m. at Empire Farm;
Quilting Bee from 1 to 4 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.
Sunday, Oct. 21
Turkey Shoot by East
Calloway PTC will be held
from Ito 6 p.m. at the Jackson
Purchase Gun Club, Highway
121 North near Coldwater.
Makin' Molasses will be
held from 1 to 4 p.m. at




will meet at the Boston Tea
Party at 7 :30, a.m. for break-
fast and to open activities for
Business Women's Week.
Carolyn Circle of Hazel
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Dot Provine at 7 p.m. with
Crystal Parks to bring a guest
speaker. ,
Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
East Calloway .PTC, will be
held from 10 a.m. to dark at
Jackson Purchase Gun Club,












216 E. NORTH ST.
  241-1851
MAYFIELD, KY.
Men of First Baptist Church
will meet at 6:30 p.m. for a
dinner and to hear the Rev.
Mack Shults, missionary to
Brazil. Call Jack Wagar or
church office for dinner
reservations.
Blood River Baptist
Associational WMU will meet
at First Baptiist Church,
Benton, at 7 p.m.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group is scheduled




Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9;30 a.m at the club
house with Eva Hopkins in
charge of the program.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Medical-Health
Career Explorer Post will
meet at 7 p.m. at the hospital
cafeteria. This is for all
students, 151021.
Halloween party for
Rangers and Rangerettes will
be held at 6:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall,
Sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon on Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club should
be made by today with Dean
Poston as chairman - of the
hostesses.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. This is open to all
adults over 18 years of age,
single for any reason.
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-4875 or 759-
1792.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Life and Learning Classes at
Murray State University will
include Decorating the Home
for the Holidays in Room N
408, Applied Science Building,
and Introductory class on
Astronomy in Room 135,
Blackburn Science' Building,
both at 7 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
Community Center.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at 7 p.m.
at Ordway Hall. For in-
formation phone 762-6851.
Exercise program for
Senior Citizens will be at
Douglas community Center at
12:45 p.m. Lunch will be
served at 12 noon.
Ladies interested in singing
barbershop harmony are
invited to 'meet from 7 to 8
p.m. at First Christian Church
Educational Building. Per-
sons do not have to be able to
read music.
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Street of
Howell Mich., the Rev. and
Mrs. Kenneth Rowland of
Emily City, Mich., and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Kemp, Sr., of
Pilot Oak were the guests
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Belcher and Mr. and
Mrs. 0. W. Whitlow of Almo.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Joe Oldham of Alrno
has been a patient at Lourdes •
Hospital, Paducah.
Riley Family Reun;on Dinner Held
Sunday At The Farmtngton CenterParents AnOnt= will
A reunion of the family of
the late L. W. and Rosa
Grugett Riley was held
Sunday, Oct. 14, at the
Community Center at Far-
mington.
At noon a .covered dish
luncheon was served with
prayer being led by Theron
Riley of Murray.
Attending the reunion were
the following:
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Riley,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bailey, Mr.
and Mrs. Jacicie Treas, Mr.
and Mrs. Theron Riley, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Riley and




An installation of new of-
ficers was conducted by Mrs.
R. H. Thurman at the fall
meeting of the Lydian Sunday 
School Class of the First
Baptist Church held at the
fellowship hall of the church.
Mrs. Thurman • used
scripture reading and flowers
to symbolize the responsibilty
of the officers who are as
follows:
Mrs. Grogan Roberts,
president; Mrs. J. L. Greene,
vice president; Mrs. Huron
Redden, secretary; Mrs.
Leone Travis, treasurer; Mrs.
Stanford Andrus, publicity;
Mrs. Porter Holland, class
ministry; Mrs. Novella
Morgan, assistant ministry.
The opening prayer was led
by Mrs. Edgar Pride, class
teacher. Hostesses were Mrs.
Holland, Mrs. Lee W. Fox, and
Mrs. W. R. Perry.
Others attending were
Mesdames R. L. Ward, Orvis
Hendrick, Guy Billington,
Hugh Farris, Wilburn Farris,
W. C. Rowlett, Clifford Smith,
Noble Story, and Sylvia Dodd,
members; Lucy Quertermous














Sizing Extra ...his" Or Yellow Gold
Mrs. Randy Herndon, Mrs.
Harold Hill and Kevin, Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Gilbert,
Gregory and Valerie, Miss Jill
Brown, all of Murray.
Mrs. Allene Riley, Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Herndon, _Greg,
Glenna, and Leigh Ann,
Michael Wright, and Bryce
Edwards, all of Paducah; Mr.
and Mrs. Fritz Rile). Dan-
ville: Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
Wright and Mrs. Rayma
Reed, Kirksey Route I.
Mrs. Bernie Lathram, Mrs.
Eunie Edwards, Miss Eurah
Riles. Mrs. Barbara Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. Garcia Ray and
Vickie, Harvey Barnett', Mr.
and Mrs. Terry W. Wright and
Jennifer Ann, Mrs. Fairra
McCallon. Mr. and Mrs.
Vester Crouse, Tony and Sue
Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ray,




A Cooking School on Turkey will be conducted by Dr. John
Tuttle, University of Kentucky specialist, on Tuesday, Oct.
23, at 10 a.m, in the County Extension Office, 209 Maple
Street, Murray.
Dr. Tuttle's demonstration will include deboning a turkey,,
making a turkey roll, nuggets, and steaks.
Coffee and sandwiches will be served. A small fee will be
made to cover the cost of the food.
Any interested person is invited to attend, according to




Every Friday 5 to 10 p.m.
SEAFOOD BUFFET
Al! You Can Eat With Salad Boot
Every Wednesday 510 10 p.m.
STEAK & CHILLED SHRIMP -
All You Can Eat, with all the Trimmings
Open Daily 2 p.m. 6110 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. til 9 p.m.
CLOSED MONDAY
Near Paris Landing State Park
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Some critics of technological
progress deplore the impact of
modern machines. and modern
methods upon the agricultural
community, citing the decline
of farm families from 30 per-
cent of the population in 1920 to
a mere 3 percent in 1978.
But agribusiness, the culprit
in the eyes of those who lament
the American drift away from
the soil, is a rank amateur in
comparison to the ' vanishing
act perfected by the federal
government.
Last year, the Census Bureau
and the Department of
Agriculture simply changed the
definition of a farmer.
Previously, any persons in
rural areas selling more than
$250 Worth of farm products
were described as farmers —
those on 10 acres or more had to
sell a mere $50 worth.
Under the new standard, a




The effect was to wipe out 1.5
million of the 8 million farmers
listed in 1977.
Even the most sophisticated
equipment and pesticides,
which help the United States in
feeding the world, have failed
to produce sat a dramatic
trick?
AFFITI











If anybody ever had any ground for
"confidence in the flesh," Paul did.
Here he described his family, racial
and religious background. Of the tribe
of Benjamin, he was a Hebrew of the
Hebrews, adhering strictly to the
traditions of his nation. He was an
unexcelled example of Pharisaism.
External religion had its most complete
embodiment in him. In spite of his
superior lineage, his standing in Jewry,
and his strength of character, he was
without salvation.
On the way to Damascus, in the midst
of his career of persecuting Christians,
Christ grasped him and saved him for a
definite purpose, namely, to divert his
great ability into the right channels,
and to make a great minister and
missionary out of him. Paul yielded to
that loving grasp, gave himself whole-
heartedly to service for Christ, did
many wonderful things for his Lord,
and had a tremendous influence on
others for good.
When he was approaching the end of
his career, Paul stated frankly that he
was dissatisfied with his attainments,
and that he was desirous of greater
spiritual achievements. Instead of his
achievements encouraging self-
satisfaction, they served as a stimulus
to greater endeavors for Christ Who
had done so- much fol• him. His ruling
passion was to get nearer to Christ, to
grow in His grace and knowledge, to be
more like Christ, and to do more and
better work for Him. Paul cultivated a
wise forgetfulness of those things which
tended to limit the audacity of his hopes
and the energy of his efforts.
In giving his readers his design for
living, Paul stressed the importance of
concentration or being devoted to a
single aim. He dismissed the past from
his mind, for the most part, saying:
"forgetting those things which are
behind." Paul knew what to forget and
what to remember. He challenged his
readers to forget the things that crip-
ple, hinder, and defeat. For him the one
thing worthwhile was to win the ideal
set up for him by Christ. With words
and by actions he urged all to have a
definite and high aim and then con-
centrate all of life's energies on
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reaching it. From Paul we learn that
one cannot be happy, useful, and
successful without a single aim and a
strong devotion to it.
Paul was diligent in strenuous ac-
tivity. Viewing life as a race, and
knowing that distractions were fatal in
a race, he did not have the time or the
inclination to look back. Neither did he
turn aside to look at anything. Instead,
he stretched toward the goal that he
was so eager to reach, and did his best
to win the prize. He persisted with
unceasing and strenuous activity in
bearing down upon the goal, and sought
above everything else to please the
Lord. If, like Paul, we can only please
the Lord, it does not matter much
whether or not we are popular with
men. For each Christian the important
thing is to live and to serve in such a
manner as to please and honor the
Lord.
I SPENTTX) MUCH






Heartllne if a service for ren1or
citizens. Its purpore le to anrwer
questions and solve problem! — fart. If
you have a quertion or a problem not
answered in there columns, write
Heartllne, 114 E. Dayton St., Weft -
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you murt
include a "tamped, 'elf-addrerred
envelope. The most ureful replier will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLI NE : Is there a certain time
that a person should send in Medicare
claims to get the best service on them'
— L.V.
Medicare patients should file their
claims just as soon as they receive
medical treatment or bills. That's the.
advice given by representatives of
various Medicare carriers. "Too many
Medicare beneficiaries are waiting
until year's end to submit their claims
and this makes it impossible to process
the huge volume of year-end claims
within the normal time."
For prompt payment, Medicare
enrollees should mail their bills with
the standard request-for-payment form
as soon as they are eligible for benef.is
Claims should be sutrnitted at least
every three months, as they receive
additional medical services.
Many Medicare enrollees delay
forwarding their claims until the end of
the year because they are confused
about the $60 annual deductible
requirement. Also, many claimants
don't see a physician often and simply
send in routine bills they collect over a
12-month period. Some remember the
outdated advice from Medicare that
they should wait until December to file
a claim.
Medicare carriers want to provide
prompt service, but it's extremely
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Also Bill Adams, Nuck Adams, Roane Kemp, NVIie: Rogers
Jim Denham, Make Clark, Hardy Myers, Hiram Lawrence, Ton,
Myers, Andrew Berry, Granville Lewis, Elie Lewis, Green NI‘cr
John Myers, Nace Butterworth, Frank Hole, John Cook, Ned Cool
Tom Broach, Enoch Arnold, Jim Kelso, Ira Broach, Isaac Kels,-
John Armstrong, J. T. Hay, John Lassiter, John Chambers, C.11‘111
Jones, Newt Jones, Elie. Miller, Rubin Waldrop, George Sitninons
Sam Smiley, Bill Cress, Bob Haines, Jim Cress, John Stone. Tool
Howard, Jim Oliver, lye Hendricks, Azier Sherfield, George
rence, privates.
Swann's company became engaged in activePeonflirt
days after organization in the Battle of Paris )it Paris, TI1111.jy
September, 1864, Company C was detachea\to Gen. Nathan b
Forrest's command in the later years of the war for service in west
Kentucky and Tennessee. Previously they had served lever the
Southland with the company being virtually decimated in cont Jo ts
Only seven remained to return home, however John Kelty„kr(
McPherson, James C. Denham and Make Clark were paroled foal,
Union prisons in South Carolina and Alabama. Marion Enodi
Enoch Arnold and Ben Enoch were captured and paroled at
Columbus, Miss.
Naming of the volunteers enlisting in Captain Swann's
pany, made public in 1917, prompted %V. R. Broach to compile the
names of all Calloway County volunteers living and their ages,
believed the first time an enumeration had been attempted and
made public. Although there may be omissions, the list is extraor
dinary if for no other reason than to compare the large number
of Confederate veterans living 54 years after the war against the:
probable estimate of volunteers during the Civil War. However the
extremely high mortality rate of Capt. ?warm's company may have
been greater than the average; that is, only seven returned in addi-
tion to eight released from Union prisons, reflecting approximately
80 per cent were killed or died in service. Based upon these startling— -
numencal comparisons, tfi-e—e—rs ed—nu— m%i: Of 800 Confederate
volunteers must be, greatly underestimated and warrants the con-
clusion at this late date that 1,200 to 1,500 Callowayans volunteered
service to the Confederacy.
To Be Continued
an avalanche of requests in December
and January. Medicare patients can
help themselves considerably by
mailing their claims as promptly as
possible throughout the year.
You will find this and other much
needed information in ow' guide to
Medicare. To order, send $1.75 to
Heaftline's Medicare Guidebook, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
HEARTLINE: I am a high school
student. I have been raised by my
grandparents, who are both in their 90s
now. I am turned off, and become quite
angry when I see television and other
media stereotyping old people 'as
babling, meddling and senile burdens
on society.
I am interested in research on aging
as I am doing work at school on the
subject. A while back, I remember
reading about the MA, but now I cannot
find any information on it. I believe it
was called the New Institute on Aging.
Can you tell me what MA is" — L.P
We think you probably mean the
National Institute of Aging. New
questions on aging are being studied at
the NIA, through its grant programs
and its own gerontology research
center 4GRCi in Baltimore, Md. The
GRC is the nation's largest -think
tank" 'devoted solely to probing the
mystery of aging. Gerontology is the
scientific study of the aging process.
The following questions are only a few
being studied by the GRC:
— Is aging inevitable, or, can the
process be controlled, retarded, even
reversed"
— Is the human life span genetically
fixed, or can it be extended far beyond
the 110 years or so that now appears to
be the upper limit^
— What do we really know about old
age today"
We would recommend an article in
the September 1979 issue of Family
Health magazine. The article is
"Breakthrough in the War Against
Aging." This is interesting reading.
Check with your library.
Contemporary Religious Thought
Pope's isit ASign Of Hope
By The Rev. Curti, Fletcher
Episcopal Minister
There is much from which we can
take hope as we observe . the world
around us. The visit, to the United
States of Pope John Paul H is one such
sign. Like his trip to Poland he lifted the
spirits of our Roman brothers and
sisters, but he also excited other
Christians in our pluralistic society.
Even those who did not agree with his
conservative position heard him with
admiration and respect.
Another sign of hope may be seen in
the dramatic rise of Gospel Music not
only as a form of expression of faith,
but also a form of wholesome and
economically successful en-
tertainment. Old Timers in Madison-
ville remark that the Happy Goodman
Family came to town with a second
hand car that hardly ran, rented an
abandoned Baptist Chapel, and started
to work. Today the former Church
Building is a Recording Studio used by
many groups, and the congregation
worships at the large Life Temple. Now
the Goodmans are full time in the
"entertainment" field. Recently they
were among groups invited to play at
the White House.
Perhaps even more striking is the
growth of religious broadcasting and
telecasting. It is a sign of hope that
there is strong economic support for
such enterprizes as "the 700 Club" and
"Christian Broadcast Network." Both
groups are becoming international
forces, refusing to limit their influence
to this part of the world.
These signs of hope can be seen by
all, the non-believer as well as the
Christian follower. Within the fold of
Christian Churches there is another
strong manifestation that brings us
hope. Today one sees the power of the
Holy Spirit in a manner unknown to
recent generations. Barriers that
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must he
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever* possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
„Editors reser.v4 , the tight
--condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent-writers.
Address com;spondence to
Editor, The. Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
separated just a few years ago are
being broken down. Brothers that
crossed the street in order not to speak
to brothers are now united in worship as
a consequence of the promptings of the
Spirit.
There are, of course, discourageing
signs. There always are. We should be
aware of all the signs, but we need not
be discouraged by the one nor overly
uplifted by the other! I thank God for
signs of hope in the midst of darker
signs, yet I hope to put on them the
same perspective of Paul who looked at
a Cross and wrote: "having despoiled
the principalities and powers, he made
a show of them openly, triumphing over
them in it."
Today- In history
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Oct. 19, the 292nd
day of 1979. There are 73 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1781, the British
surrendered in Yorktown, Va., bringing
the Revolutionary War near its close.
On this date:
In 1812, Napoleon Bonaparte's
French troops began their retreat from
Moscow.
In 1960, civil rights leader Martin
Luther King Jr. was among 53
protesters arrested during a sit-in in an
Atlanta department store.
In 1962, Chinese and Indian troops
clashed on two fronts along the disputed
Himalayan border.
In 1984, leaders of the post-Kr ushchev
government made their first ap-
pearance in the Soviet Union, greeting
three cosmonauts.
In 1967, 40 students were arrested in
an anti-war demonstration at New
York's Brooklyn College.
In l973, Libya, angered by American
Mideast policies, ordered a halt to oil
exports to the United States and nearly
doubled petroleum prices.
Ten years ago: Two East Germans
hijacked a Polish airliner and forced it
to land in West Berlin.
Five years ago: The White House
said Russia would be allowed to buy 2.2
million metric tons of American wheat
over the next nine months.
One year ago: Veteran actor Gig
Young and his wife were found shot to
death in their New York apartment.
Today's 'birthday': rohltntast Mick--
Anderson is 57.
Thought for today: Human history
becomes more and more a race bet-




Marine PFC R. C. Kimball, son of Mr
and Mrs. Robert C. Kimball, Murray, is
serving with the Marine Force Logistic
Command (FIL in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Buford H
Houston, 74, Euen Newton, 84, Henry C
Charlton, 87, Mrs. Eva Lena Howard,
78, Buster Skinner, and Mrs. Anna
Kathleen O'Daniel, 37.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Bell, Murray, is
one of four educators named to three
year terms on the Kentucky
Professional Practices Commission by
Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
Mrs. Nadine Turner was presented
the "Business Woman of the Year"
award by the Murray Business and
Professorial Women's Club at the
prayer breakfast held at the Holiday
Inn.
David Elliott of the Murray State
University Music faculty will present
the program at the meeting of the
Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
2() e(zrs .-tgo
Luther Robertson, general manager
of the Murray Wholesale Grocery
Company, has been reelected president
of the Kentucky Wholesale Grocers
Association.
Deaths reported include Mart
Rogers, 87, R. L. Bob) Williams, 90.
and Arlie Jones, 74.
Army Recruit Gene W. King was a
member of the First Infantry Division
Honor Guard from Fort Riley, Kansas.
which participated in ground breaking
ceremonies for the new Eisenhower
library in Abilene, Kansas, Oct. 22, 23
and 24.
Dr. William Pogue will be chairman
of the Junior Chamber of Commerct-
Radio Auction scheduled for Oct. 22,22
and 24 here.
Elliott Wear of Murray is attending
the annual business meeting and lun-
cheon of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company being held at
I kuisville.
Rita Hargis, Larry Hurt, Jurl,
Elkins, and Jean Geurin are officers of
the Beta Club at Almo High School.
31) Years Ago
Representatives of the Kentucky Fire
Inspection Bureau will be in Murray
this week to determine if the annexed
portion of the city will be subject to the
same fire insurance rates as the rest of
Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Fannie
G. McElrath, 74.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Blakely
celebrated their golden wedding an-
niversary on Oct. 13 at their home on
the Murray-Benton Road.
"Ground is 0. K. for gathering corn.
Notice a number of tractor drawn
wagons coming through town every
day," from the colurrin, "Seen di Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Fitts on Oct. 11 and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Colson on
Oct. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. William Jeffrey and
son, William Thomas, have been the
guests of Mrs. Jeffrey's brother, the
Rev. R. H. Duncan and family of
Chattanooga, Term.
Bibb, Thought
Therefore as by the offence of one
judgment came upon all men to con-
demnation; even so by the righteous-
ness of one the free gift came upon
all men unto justification of life
.Romans 5:18
hr Si bongs the free gift of new
lie' to all who will, by faith. reeeive
it
101()1 It IANS
As a service to our readers, The'
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses'
of the state and federal elected
representatives set-sing our area.
FEDERALLEVO.
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
(.0rigressional switchboar(l, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing .addresses:.
Sen. Walter I). Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, I). C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515





in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
•Frankfurt, Ky. 0601_ Home.
-addresses of state legislators-
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route? •
a field K • 42066
elk














































































Prices Good Thru Sunday!
Lay-A-Way Now For Christmas! $1.00 will hold anything in lay-a-way for 30
days then 10% every 30 days until balance is paid.














































































































































































Coupon Good Thru Oct. 21. 1979
Phone 753-87779-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday liel7Air Shopping Center Murray, Ky.
Acres of Free Parking Limit Rights Reserved Equal Opportunity Employer
VISA' _






South Second St. Murray, Ky.
753-0212
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
C7w1n 4rahes
OFfICE PRODUCTS, INC.












"The Car Care Specialists"





Toyota I GMC Trucks
So. 12th 753-4963
Salesmen Aubrey Hatcher S Torn Moore
Lindsey Hudspeth went over the top for yardage
against Middle Tennessee last week in the
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Murray After A Winning
Season Against Panthers
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Indiana Central hails from something
called the Heartland Collegiate Con-
ference, but as far as Mike Gottfried is
concerned, it's the Big 10.
"There not much chance of our look-
ing past many teams," says Gottfried,
the Murray State coach. "We're too us-
ed to teams looking past us."
But when the Racers take the field
Saturday 11:30 p.m. EST ) at Key
Stadium in Indianapolis for their first
game ever against the Greyhounds, no
Ohio Valley Conference pressure will
be present.
While Eastern Kentucky, Murray's
Oct. 27 opponent, and Western Ken-
tucky square off in their dogfight at
Richmond, the Racers will simply go
after their fifth straight victory and a
guarantee of a winning season,
something a Murray team has ac-
complished only nine times in the past
22 seasons.
Meanwhile, Indiana Central, a Divi-
sion II school, seeks its third straight
victory after an 0-3 start. Last week, the
Panthers blanked Illinois Benedictine
34-0.
"We suffered from a case of no
quarterback early in the season," In-
diana Central coach Bill Bless said by
phone this morning.
And for good reason. Doug Clark, who
guided the Greyhounds to their 7-4
season last year, graduated. Finally,
Dave Kruse won the starting job — until
he broke a finger. He began Indiana
Central's season opener against
Saginaw Valley, but it soon became ap-
parent, says Bless, that he couldn't
pass with the injury.
Next came sophomore Mark Gilvan,
who started the second game — until he
suffered a concussion. So freshman
Tom Pellar was tabbed for the
Greyhounds' game against Butler two
weeks ago — until he came up with sore
ribs before the game.
Meanwhile, Gilvan had recovered
from his concussion, so he started':
Luckily for Bless, he's stayed healthy
and will start Saturday.
That musical-chair sequence at the
position could account for Indiana Cen-
tral's 18 turnovers in its first three
games. Since Gilvan became the
regular, though, the Panthers have suf-
fered through just three miscues.
"We feel a lot better about the posi-
tion," says Bless. "We really had no
idea who would start before the season
began, but Gilvan has played well in the
last two games."
Murray State will be the Panthers'
first-ever opponent which doesn't come
from the Division H or III ranks, and
Bless admits he isn't sure of what to ex-
pect.
"I don't know how big a difference
there will be, but I hope there isn't
much of one," said Bless. "I do know
that Murray is a very good club,
regardless of which classification they
are in."
Under Bless' guidance, the Panthers
have rolled to a 43-27-1 recolid over the
past seven seasons, and the run makes
up most of the Panther offense. "We
usually rank in the top of our con-
ference in rushing offense, and three
years ago we were third nationally,"
says Bless.
The Indiana Central coach, though, is
aware that Murray has allowed less
• than 70 yards a game on the ground.
"We're not changing what we've
always done unless Murray forces us
to," says Bless. "We're going into the
game with intentions of moving the ball
on the ground.7




The coldest, dankest, most
exiisperatim2, World Series in
histor has faded into the
Ciibbs Advances
In Swiss Indoors
By the Associated Press
,I3ASEL, Switzerland —
Second-seeded Eddie Dibbs
defeated Zeljko Franaiovic of
Yugoslavia 6-4, 6-1 in the se-
cehd round of the $75,000 Swiss
Indoor Tennis Championships.
In other second-round mat-
ches, Mexican Raul Ramirez
beat Czechoslovakia's Tomas
Smid 6-1, 6-3; Ivan Lend] of
Czechoslovakia defeated Fritz
Buehning 7-5, 6-3.
BRESCIA, Italy — Italy's
Adrianno Panatta downed
Sandy Mayer 6-2, 6-4 and
Romania's Hie Nastase
defeated Italy's Corrado
Berazzuti 1-6, 6-2, 6-1 to reach
the finals of a 836,000 indoor
tcprnament.
record books, and baseball
finds itself juggling a blasted
hot potato.
As Caesar once said: "Quo
hinc ruimus?" 1"Where do we
go from here"
What can the ad-
ministrators of the game do to
restore their blue ribbon
championship event to the
pleasant, crowd-pleasing
spectacle that it once was?
Listen to the amateur
physicians. Harken the ar-
chitects of change.
Suggestions are cascading
like the Niagara Falls.
Here are a few of the
proposals — good, bad and
indifferent:
—Shorten the schedule to
target the World Series for the
first week in October, when
milder weather conditions
prevail.
—Give night games back to
the jet set • and the disco
revelers.
—If night games are
essential, at least set a more
reasonable starting time —
7:30 p.m. rather than 8:30
k
Says UK Hindered Development
t.
p.m. EDT to avpid midnight
finishes.
—Take a tip fr'om pro
football and play the series in
neutral sites, chosen well in
advance, with guaranteed
weather conditions i sub-
tropical cities or enclosed
arenas, which now abound).
Given these cure-alls, let's
examine the feasibility of
change.
—Reducing the present 162-
game schedule is out of the
question, baseball men argue.
Expansion in big-time sports
has become a way of life, with
clubs contending they need
every gate possible to help pay
existing salaries, running into
the million-dollar brackets.
—Retrenchment is made
more difficult by the fact that
there are now 26 major league
teams • instead of 16 as in the
halcyon days with divisional
playoffs requiring an extra
week for decision.
—Night games are here to
stay, dictated by both
economics and television
demands. TV prefers prime
time showing but insists it is
bending nobody's arm on the
issue. Baseball has made this
decision all its own -- and it's
inflexible. The earlier starting
time is negotiable.
—As for the neutral warm
weather site — no,. says
baseball firmly, the World
Series will never be taken
from the home fans who
supported the team•
throughout the year.
The 1979 World Series
should have been one of the
most electric in years With two




It turned to be a mess from
the beginning. In Baltimore,
thousands huddled for hours in
the chilling rain waiting for a
decision on the first game.
ultimately postponed.
The early games proved a
travesty, staged on wet fields
pock-marked by football
spikes. The finest pro fielders
threw the ball away. TV
ratings suffered.
Tillman To Attend Rutgers
By the Associated Press
'PISCATAWAY, N.J. —
Former West Philadelphia
111iih School basketball star
Clatence Tillman, who with-
drew from the University of
Kentucky last week, an-
nodnced he will attend
Rutgers University.
Tillman, a 6-foot-7, 210-
pound forward, will enroll at
Rutgers Dec. 15 and will be
eligible to play in December
1980. He will have 2'2 years of
eligibility remaining.
Tillman, who played on the
same high school team as
Duke's Eugene Banks, was
one of the brightest schoolboy
stars in the country,
averaging close to 30 points
his senior year and leading his
team to its fourth consecutive
city championship.
At Kentucky, however,
Tillman didn't get much
playing time his freshman
year, averaging only 3.3 points
and 3.3 rebounds.
"This is the final stop for
me. I'm not too far from
home, but I'm not right in
Philadelphia," Tillman said.
"I'm about an hour away so I
can see my family, my
friends, any time I want. I
really didn't want to stay at
home.
"Places like Penn and
Temple were just too close.
When I was coming up, when I
was a youngster, I used to see
those schools all the time. So I
figured I'd go somewhere else,
play somewhere else where I
could make a new name for
myself."
Rutgers Coach Tom Young
is very happy Tillman decided
to attend his school.
"He was a great high school
player who had a fair amount
of success at Kentucky,"
Young said. "I still think he's
very capable of being an
outstanding college player.
No. I, he's a very good
shooter. No. 2, I think he's a
-1980
Rabbit Diesel
Named by U.S. Government for 2nd consecutive year No.1 and No. 2 in EPA
Economy Tests.
2
ari 5 speed 56 MPG Highway
42 MPG City
4 speed, 52 MPG Highway
40 MPG City.




very active rebounder and a
very active player, which,
when you put those com-
binations together, makes for
an excellent prospect."
Tillman is glad to be leaving
Kentucky, where he felt his
lack of playing time inhibited
his development.
"There were already three
other players at my position,-
Tillman said. "All of them
were All-Americans, too. The
problem was compounded 13‘
the fact that the guy direct'
ahead of me, Freddie Cowan.
was a junior. And Coach (Joe
Hall has a theory of going with
the older guys who know the
system."
Miiiray Ledger 81 Times
Rick Lanpher ( 81) and Kenny Woods (55 I trapped a Middle Middle Tennessee runner during last week's Murray State vic-
tory. Saturday, the Racers try to extend their winning streak to five games.
A Game Of Games
Eastern-Western Clash Highlight OVC Action
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Eastern Kentucky vs
Western Kentucky — it's be-
ing called one of the biggest
games in the South, and it will
certainly have a direct bear-
ing on the Ohio Valley Con-
ference race.
OVC PICKS
Those associated with Mur-
ray State have to be pulling for
Eastern to win. If there's one
thing worse than playing
Eastern Kentucky (the
Racers' Oct. 27 homecoming
foe), it's playing Eastern Ken-
tucky a week after it has been
beaten.
Thanks to last week's 5-0




Western Kentucky 21 —
Regardless of which team is
better, this game usually
comes down to a big break for
one of the two in the late
stages.
With quarterbacks John
Hall of Western and Bill
Hughes of Eastern, who are
among the top three in the
OVC in total offense, heaving
passes with regularity, the air
in Richmond, Ky., will be full
of footballs.
Murray 30, Indiana Central
13 at Indianapolis — The two
teams' only common opponent
this season is Evansville, and
Indiana Central won't play the
Aces until Oct. 27. So there's
no measuring stick as to the
relative strength of the two
teams.
Go with Murray because of
their defense, which improves
each week, and the improving
health of Danny Lee Johnson.
Morehead 18, Tennessee
Tech 3 at Cookeville, Tenn. —
Morehead has won its last two
games by 7-0 scores, and the
Tennessee Tech offense
figures to give the Eagles little
problems.
Too, Morehead, at 4-1 and 2-
1 in the OVC, is still very mirth
alive in the league race. It
won't falter against Tech.
UT-Chattanooga 49, Middle
Tennessee 7 at Chattanooga —
There should be a law against
•mismatches like this one
between Middle and Chat-
tanooga, a Division I school.
Only 48 minutes constitute a
game, so the host's scoring
will have to stop sooner or
later.
Austin Peay 30, Livingston
State 10 at Clarksville — The
Governor's are out of the OVC
race, but their talent will easi-
ly be enough to stop Liv-
ingston, a winner in only one
of five games.
Mayfield, Heath To Stage Battle
By the Associated Press
Three top-ranked teams will
put glossy records on the line
against ,talented opponents
tonight in headline encounters
Ln Kentucky high school
football.
In a Jefferson County AAAA
match, top-ranked Louisville
Trinity puts its 8-0 record on
the line when the Shamrocks
visit No. 5 Louisville Eastern,
7-1. Trinity can clinch a
playoff berth with a victory.
Mayfield, tops in Class AA,
visits Heath, ranked third on
the strength of a 7-1 record.
mayfield, two-time defending
'lass AA champion, is 8-1, but
Heath can knock the Cardinals
ut of the playoffs with a
ictory. Mayfield has to play
caldwell County and Fort
•ampbell before locking up a
playoff bid.
In a major clash in Class A.
(op-ranked Richmond
Madison, 6-1, visits Paint-
Bel-Air Center 753-8391
Hours:




Adding spice to the Jef-
ferson County card is another
battle of ranked teams. In that
game. No. 3 Louisville Butler
risks its 8-0 record against
invading Louisville Bishop
David. 6-2 and ranked fourth.
The only other top-ranked
team in action this weekend is
Franklin-Simpson of Class
AAA, which takes its 8-0
record on the road for a game
at Glasgow. The other top-
ranked team, Owensboro of
State AAAA. is idle this week.




Iroquois, 8-0, visits Louisville
Atherton.
—State AAAA: No. 2
Franklin County, 9-0, is at
Clark County, No. 3 Paducah
Tilghman, 6-1, calls,on Warren
Central, No. 4 Bowling Green,
7-1 after a loss to Franklin-
gimpson last week, attempts
to bounce back at Hopkin-
sville, and No. 5 Bullitt Cen-
tral, 8-1, is at Marion County.
—Class AAA: No. 2 Scott
County, 7-1. hosts Lexington
Bryan Station, No. 3 Belfry, 7-
0, entertains Ceredo-Kenova,
W.Va., No. 4 Lincoln County,
8-0, is at Boyle County and No.
5 Barren County, 8-0, is at
home against Barren County.
—Class AA: No. 2 Corbin, 7-
0, is at Laurel County. No. 4
Pikeville, 7-1, visits Mullins
and No. 5 Fleming County, 8-1,
entertains Maysville.
—Class A: No. 3 Harlan, 9-0,
visits Lynch, No. 4 Bellevue, 6-
2, is at home against Ludlow.
Mattick Named
Toronto Skipper
By the Associated Press
TORONTO — Bobby Mat-
tick, a 63-year-old Iowa native
who has been a scout for more
than 30 years and was
Toronto's director of player
development for the past two,






Annual Racer Club Meeting
Monday, Oct. 22 6:00 P.M.
At Sirloin Stockade
Regular Dinner Meeting For
All Racer Club Members & Guests
Coach Mike Gottfried Reviews this week's game with In-
diana Central and previews next week's game.
There will also be recognition
of the players of the week








He had little trouble deciding on Mississippi State as a
freshman in 1975, but when Ron Greene was named the
Bulldogs coach two years later, doubt built in Gary Hooker's
mind.
"When I first met him, I saw a man I didn't think I would
particularly like, and I saw a man I was definitely in-
timidated by," Hooker says.
And he saw a man that might threaten his chances of scor-
ing a lot of points, something he had done at a rate of 17.7 a
game as a freshman and 14.8 as a sophomore.
"He seemed to be really big on discipline, and I definitely
wanted no part of that," Hooker says.
The rest is history.
Greene, in his first and only season in Starkville, guided
Mississippi State to a 17-9 record, a second-place finish in the
Southeastern Conference and notched himself SEC coach of
the year honors.
In the process, Hooker saw his scoring drop to 10 points a
game. But the 6-5, 175-pounder grabbed seven rebounds a
game, and "I learned to play defense for the first time in my
life," he says.
Then Greene and assistants Steve Newton and Mike Dill
left Starkville for Murray. Hooker followed.
"That wasn't a difficult decision at all," Hooker says. "I
knew that where ever coach Greene went, he *ould be suc-
cessful, and I wanted to be a part of it."
Now its over a month until Murray State's basketball
schedule starts, and Hooker, a senior, prepares faithfully for
his one and only season as a Racer.
"I'm viewing it as a challenge," -he says. '.'Some people
might say this is a rebuilding year at Murray, but I think we
have the talent to do a great deal THIS year."
Hooker sat in the stands, waiting out the one-year grace
period for transfers last year and watched Murray State
stumble through a nightmarish season of four wins_ in.
games.
really wiinted to be out there playing, but not because
there weren't people on the court giving it all they had," says
Hooker. "Things just didn't jell last year."
But things did for Hooker in the classroom. -I decided if I
couldn't play basketball, I was going to make up for it in my
schoolwork." He did, making a 3.0 out of a possible 4.0 grade-
point scale for a "B" average.
Gary Hooker has found that books and classes mean More
than something do to when he is too tired to play 'basket-
ball.
Pboto by Bruer Tambov'
-I used to view sc'hoqlwo.rk as something you did when you
were too tired to play basketball," says Hooker. "But once
you start nearing the end of college, you realize that there's a
lot more to it than that."
But no one could tell that to Hooker his early years at
Mississippi State. "I thought I knew. it all when I was a
sophomole," the Manhattan, N.Y., native says. "But coach
__Greene took the tittle to show me what is really important in
life. And it all doesn't take place on the basketball court."
But Hooker hopes what does take place on the court this
year rewards the fans in Murray, which he says are "great...
"They followed this team lait year, even after it started los-
ing a lot of games,• • Hooker says. "I know that when we start
winning this year, the excitement will be tremendous."
And what if the team should lose? "No way," says Hooker.
"There's too much talent for that to happen."
In Dire Need For Help
Fans Can Concentrate On Ailing Football Teams
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Now that the World Series is
history, fans in Baltimore and
Pittsburgh can begin con-
centrating on the Colts and
Steelers instead of the Orioles
and Pirates.
It's a good thing. Their
football teams are in need of
some serious attention
NFL PICKS
The Colts have won only
once in seven starts, but
things could get better this
week with Bert Jones ex-
pected to return to action. The
Kratzert, Hatalsky
Share Pensacola Lead
By the Associated Press
PENSACOLA, Fla. — Bill
Kratzert says an injury forced
him to change his style of
playing golf, but after his
opening-round 8-under-par 64
in the 8200,000 Pensacola
Open, he says he may not
change back.
Kratzert and Morris
Hatalsky blistered the 7,133-
yard Perdido Bay Country
Club layout Thursday, grabb-
ing equal shares of the first-
day lead with rounds that tied
the course record.
"I've had tendinitis in both
wrists since the beginning of
the year and it's forced me to
change my style," Kratzert
said. "All year I've had to lay
off hitting the ball long. I've
had to bunt the ball down the
fairway and that's not my
style.
"But I'm sort of afraid to
change back now."
Kratzert, teeing off early
before the wind kicked up,
went on a birdie tear on the
back nine, nailing a 10-foot bir-
die putt on the 10th hole and
then chipping to within one
foot of the flag for a tap-in bir-
die on the 11th.
Steelers have given up an
average of 20 points per game
— the same as Baltimore —
and hardly the credentials of a
Super Bowl contender.
The Pro Picker, preoc-
cupied by baseball, continued
with midseason blahs, posting
an 8-6 record last week. The
season's log is 63-34 for .649.
The. Picks
Buffalo 28, Baltimore 17:
It's time for the Bills' high-
powered offense to start
pouring out points again.
Pittsburgh 20, Denver 10
( Monday night): Want to bet
the Steelers don't make 10
turnovers this week?
San Diego 24, Los Angeles
21: Upset Special. The Rams
have too many key players
licking wounds.
Oakland 31, N.Y. Jets 14:
Kenny Stabler *should have a
picnic.
N.Y. Giants 24, Kansas City
20: The recovery continues
under Dr. Phil Simms and ,a
defense that has found a
purpose at last.
Tampa Bay 21, Green 10: A
chance for the Bucs to put
things back together against
the inconsistent Packers.
Cleveland 16, Cincinnati 13:
If they don't pla) giveaway,
the way the Steelers did, the




Harold Carmichael & CO are
legitimate 'NFL_ East con-
tenders.
New England 27, Miami 17:
The home field is a major edge
for the Pats. The Dolphins
miss the Orange Bowl when
they hit the road.
Dallas 17, St. Louis II The
Cardinals always pla the
Cowboys tough. But vdthout
Jim Hart to Worry about. the
Dallas defense should prevail.
Chicago 10, Minnesota 7:
Two punchless teams Give
the edge to Walter Pi-q. ton and
a vengeful Alan Page.
New Orleans 30, Detroit 14:
The Lions are, beat up and the
Saints can put points on the
scoreboard. Just ask Tampa
Bay.
Atlanta 28, San Francisco
20: Can the Falcons' defense
be as bad as Oakland made it
look? Maybe, but the 49ers' is
worse.
Houston 34, Seattle 21 Earl









Sunday 10:00 A.M.-10:45 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
Mon.-Wed. 7:00 P.M.
Everyone Is Cordially Invited To Attend
For Transportation Phone: 492-8206
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Irish, Southern Cal Will Renew
Series With 51st Game Saturday
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
It was just a handshake, but
it had a pretty strong grip at
that.
When Knute Rockne and
Howard Jones shook on a
gentlemen's agreement in the
1920s, the seed was plinted for
the great Southern Cal-Notre
Dame football series.
The handshake took place in
the 1920s after Rockne's Notre
Dame team had been beaten
by Jones' Iowa Hawkeyes.
Rockne asked for a return
match and he got it after
Jones had moved to Southern
Cal.
Notre Dame and Southern
Cal have blossomed since, of
course, and ;Saturday they'll
have the.51st renewal of their
often-spectacular rivalry. The
Fighting Irish hold a 27-19-4
lead in the series, although
they have won only three of
the gairiei in' the last 13 years.
Although the No.4 Trojans
are coming off an ego-
puncturing 21-21 tie with
Stanford, they still rate as six-
point favorites over No.9
Notre Dame before an ex-
pected sellout crowd at South
Bend.
Southern Cal Coach John
Robinson doesn't feel like the
upperdog in the nationally
televised game, though.
"It looks like a very even
game to me," says Robinson.
"Notre Dame is a great
football team, as always.
Vagas Ferguson looks im-
prtived over last year,• and
they do -with him what we do
with Charles White — give
him the football a lot."
Ferguson needs only 21
yards to surpass the Notre
Dame career rushing record
of 2,682 yards set by Jerome
Heavens last season. White,
another in a long line of great
tailbacks at Southern Cal, is







Calloway county felled Reiciland 30-8, while Murray High edg-
ed Trigg County 8-0 last night in high school freshman football
action
• at Reiciland, Ky. — Craig Darnell scored four touchdowns, and
Steve Young was successful on three conversion runs as
Calloway County belted the Greyhounds.
The victory was the Lakers' sixth against no losses.
Darnell scored on runs of two, nine and 50 yards and on a 25-
yard pass from Jeff Garrison. His first two touchdowns enabled
the Lakers to take the lead for good.
In the third quarter, Garrison found Darnell with the scoring
pass to increase Calloway' 14-8 halftime lead.
Darnell finished with 102 yards rushing and 74 yards in recep-
tions.
Calloway outgained Reidland in total offense yardage 340-154
and intercepted four Greyhound passes.
The Lakers host Murray High to a 6:30 p.m. game Thursday at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
at Cadiz, Ky. — Steve McDougal scored on a three-yard dive
with two minutes left, and David McCuiston hit McDougal with
the two-point conversion pass for the game's only points.
The Tigers, now 2-3, close their season against Calloway
Thursday.
"Our first half wasn't a good two quarters at all," said Murray
coach Mark Brady. "But we came back well in the second half."
Laker Cross Country
Runners Close Season
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Both Calloway County High School cross
country teams closed their regular seasons yesterday in
triangular meets.
The Laker girls finished second to Marshall County, defeating
Fulton City, while the Calloway boys notched third, trailing
Tilghman and Mayfield.
The Lakers will compete in the regional meet Oct. 27 in
Hopkinsville.
Girls results
Marshall Co. 21, Calloway 39. Edo). City 412
Calloway finishers Vicki Houghton, 5th, 12 50, Stephanie Wuest, 6th. 12 53.
Melissa Miller. 7th, 11.04. Gina Walker. 8th, 13 05, Denise Rutherford, 10th, 13 27
Boys malts
Mimes 21, Maytteld 381. Calloway 72
Calloway finishers — Craig Robertson, 8th. 18 27. Marty Wyatt, 14th, 19 48 Jeff






Kentucky Finance 21 7
Thurman Furniture 17 11
Peoples Bank II 12
Tower Sports Center 111 12
Murray Ins 15 13
Paradise Kennels 15 U
Dennison Hunt 14 14
Women of the Moose 14 14
Fire Ball-5 I 0
Wilson Clean-Dp Shop 3 21
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
I iennison Hunt i  775
Thurman Furniture 760
Dennison Hunt 753
HIGH TEAM GAME (HC)
Wilson Clean-Up Shop 995
i .,wer Sports Center 988
I wrumson Hunt  .988




HIGH TEAM SERIFS (NC)
Murray Ins.   2910
Dennison HunT 3090
Tower Sports Center 2054
HIGH IND GAME (SC)
lois Smith an-
Mary Harris 111
Pat Winchester  192
HIGH IND. G AME (HC)
Mary Harris 244
i DU SMIth 239
Harbors Snyder  234
HIGH IND. SERUM (SC)
lois Smith  572
Sondra Rice . 517
Pat Winchester 515
HIGH IND. SERIES (11C)
Patty Harris 11111
i Ls Smith 047
Barbara Snyder 
HIGH AVERAGES
I ois Smith 171
Decie Beale  164
Sondra Rice 184
Mary Harris   158






its recently acquired No.1
ranking on the line against
No.18 Tennessee at Bir-
mingham. The Crimson Tide
was elevated to the top spot
this past week after Southern
Cal was tied by the Cardinals.
Elsewhere, it's N9.2 Texas
against No.10 Arkansas at
Little Rock; No.3 Nebraska at
Oklahoma State; SMU at No.5
Houston; Wisconsin at No.6
Ohio State; No.8 Oklahoma at
Kansas State; No.11 Michigan
at Illinois; No.17 Pitt at No.12
Wasbington; No.13 BYU at
Wyoming; No.14 Auburn at
Georgia Tech; No.19 North
Carolina at No.15 North
Carolina State; No.16 Purdue
at Michigan State and
Virginia at No.20 Navy. .
The Alabama-Tennessee
game is another of college
fotball's storied rivalries,
dating back to 1901. The
Crimson Tide tfolds a 31-23
edge in the series' with seven
ties.
"You must have poise,
emotion, ability and a few
breaks to play with a team like
Alabama," says Tennessee
Coach Johnny Majors, who
was brought back to coach at
his alma mater in 1977 to
among other things — stein
Alabama's recent domination
of the series. "This is probabl
the best team we have faced at
the three years I have been at
Tennessee."
Arkansas Coach Lou Holtz
knows he'll have problems
moving the ball on Texas,
especially through the air.
Pairings Announced
For MTA Tournament
Pairing.s for the Murray Tennis Association's mixed doubles
scramble tournament, to begin at 9 a.m. Saturday at the Murray
High tennis courts, have been announced.
The tourney will conclude Sunday.
The pairings:
9 a.m — Ken Hopluna-Jennie Sue Smock vs Bob Hopkins-Mary Jane Jackson
Larry Kelly-Patsy Oakley vs George Landolt-Viclue Lance. Gene Lsradolt-Shirley
Doran vs Hank Bannon-Sue Outland, Toni Mattowsiu-Rosesnary Warner vs George
Lons-EUen Harrell
10 30 — Ken Harrell-Judy Carroll vs Bill Whitaker-Ramey ,Apperson, Mansfield
ranner-Andeszancamp vs Hunt Smock-Jo Crass, John Hall-Cecelni Taylor vs
Ben Hoganc da Fanner














'200 .trio purchased customerby Oct.frci m3 theit 19; factory9
TRUCKS, TRAILERS•Hi BUSES, INC.
Hwy. 641 So.





All you can eat, $1.99.
Pass through our breakfast buffet as many times
as you like' Arid enjoy all the scrambled eggs, bacon,
country sausage, hash browns. hat cakes, and biscuits
you can eat. With all the coffee you can drink. For one very
sensible price. Only $1.99, every day from 6 to 10.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE'
Quality that keeps you comin' back.
Bel-Air Center
V
































Sports At A Glance  Cavs Use ABA Style For NBA Victory
National Barlie00a6 Aemciatlos
At A Glade*




Boston 3 0 1 000
Philadelphia 3 0 i 1100
New York 2 2 5611
New Jersey i 2 233
Washington i 2 133
Ceara! DeArloa
Detroit 3 i 750
Atlanta 2 3 4f*
Cleveland 2 3 400
Indiana 2 3 400
San Antonio i 2 333
Houston 1 3 250
Western Conference
Mtdee,t INelitee
Milwaukee 3 1 750
Kansas City i 500
Chicago 1 3 250
Utah 0 3 000
Denver • 0 4 000
Pacific Divn
Portland 4 0 1000










Atlanta 115, Indians 85
Cleveland 141, San Antonio 134
Detroit 129, New York 115
Portland 107. Utah 42
San Diego Ill. Chilago 107
Friday', Gamer
Washington at Barton
New York at New Jersey
Detroit at Philadelphia
Phoenix. at Milwaukee
Kansas City at Denver
Portland at Ice Angeles
San Diego at Seattle
Sidarday'r, Gamer




Cleveland at San Antonio
Atlanta at Houton
Utah at Golden State
Smiday'r Gamer
Chicago at Mdwaukee
Phoenix at Kanaaa Lily
Seattle at Los Angeleo



















By The AP, oda led Presr
BASEBALL
Asnertem Lager
CAI JFORINI1 A A NG EIS-- Named Al
Goldts a fullUme scout
MINNESOTA TWINS- Signed Jerry
Komi-Tian, pitcher. to • threeyear con-
tract
TORONTO BLUE JAYS-Named Bobby
*attack manager and signed him to a
me-year contract
National League
AT1ANTA BRAVES-Named John Sul-
livan bullpen coach
MONTREAL EXPOS-Announced the
resignation of Jim Brewer, pitching
coach, so he may Loin the athletic depart-
ment of Oral Roberts thitreroity
PHILADELPHIA PHILLJES-Si-
gned
Dallas Green, manager, to • one-year
contract
BASKETBALL
Wanes', Prefer, bard Ba,lietbs1/ League


























Los Angeles 571 125
Atlanta 429 145
New Orleans 429 180




Green Bay at Tampa Bay
Oakland at New York Jets
Philadelphia at Washington
Miami at New England
Chicago at Minnesota
Detroit at New Orleans
St. Louis at Dallas
Atlanta at San Francisco
Houston at Seattle
San Diego at Lai Angeles
New York Giants at Kansas City
Ifeaday, Oct. 33
Denver at Pittsburgh, in)
Natimal Football League
At A Gleam
By The Arieciaied Prep
Americas Caidereace
East
W L T Pet. PP PA
5 2 0 714 133 Id
5 2 0 714 161 106
3 0 429111 121
3 4 0 421 142 181
1 6 0 143 111 1410
Central
5 2 0 714 112
5 2 0 71417,
4 3 0 571 145
1 0 143 119
Wert
5 2 0 714 110 101
5 2 0 n4 142 m
4 3 0 .571133
4 3 0 N1 141
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By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Four
members of the California
Angels and two from the
American League champion
Baltimore Orioles highlighted
The Associated Press' 1979
.American League All-Star
team.
California, who won their
first AL West title in 1979,
placed first baseman Rod
Carew, second baseman Bob-
by Grich, catcher Brian
Downing and designated hit-
ter Don Baylor. Outfielder
Ken Singleton and left-handed
pitcher Mike Flanagan
represented the Orioles.
The rest of the team con-
sisted of Kansas City third
baseman George Brett, Min-
nesota shortstop Roy Smalley,
Boston outfielders Fred Lynn
and Jim Rice, and right-
handed pitcher Dennis
Eckersley, and relief ptcher
Jim Kern of Texas.
I 
Free For The Asking I
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
100 MPG
ucket seats, air conditioning







* Save money & enjoy the
• beautiful fall riding weather
with one of Overby Honda's
• late model road bikes.
4. 1976 Honda GL 1000 with Windjammer fairing
cruise control, Bates bags, custom seat, lug-
gage rack & backrest. Buy now and we will
add a free Craig AM-FM stereo, CB radio &
cycle sound speakers free.
1977 Honda CB 550 K with Windjammer fairing &
cruise control.
2-1978 Honda CB 400 Hawks I automatic, I
manual. Several others from 175 to 500 c.c.
1977 KTM 400 dirt bike, like new.
1976 Honda MR250 dirt bike, 600 actual miles.
Many others from 70 to 250 c.c.
Overby Honda
801 S. 4th 753-4092
** * * * * * * * *
By the Associated Press
-Run and gun" was a way of
life in the old American
Basketball Association.
Now Stan Albeck is making
it the livelihood of the




"Isn't that an entertaining
kind of basketball?'" Albeck
asked Thursday night after his
Cavaliers outran and
outgunned the San Antonio
Spurs 141-134.
Albeck, who was an
assistant coach for several
ABA teams, has changed the
style of the Cavs, who used to
run a slower, patterned of-
fense.
San Antonio guard George
Gervm, who got his pro start
when the Spurs were in the
ABA, put on a real ABA-style
show, scoring 47 points. But
that was more than offset by a
Cleveland quartet with a total
of 103 points: Campy Riicsell's
33 points, Austin Carr's 28,
Mike Mitchell's 22 and Randy
Smith's 20.
ln other NBA action, San
Diego defeated Chicago 111-
107, Portland whipped Utah
107-92, Detroit stopped New
York .129-115 and Atlanta beat
Indiana 115-85.
Clippers 111, Bulls 107 —
Lloyd Free scored 32 points,
including a pair of free throws
to snap a 105-105 tie with 35
seconds remaining, as he led
San Diego over Chicago.
Chicago's Ricky Sobers
scored a basket with 20
seconds left to cut the Clip-
pers' lead to 108-107. But Brian
Taylor who had 22 points for
the night — sank three free
throws in the final 14 seconds
and put the game away for
San Diego.
Blazers 107, Jazz 92 — Tom
Owens and Ron Brewer led a
balanced attack with 21 points
apiece as Portland defeated
Utah. Owens and Brewer
keyed a 24-10 scoring spurt to
help the Blazers take a 55-35
lead at the half.
Brewer's eight third-
quarter points sparked the
Trailblazers to their biggest
lead of the game, at 64-37.
Utah rookie Paul Dawkins
scores, 30 points in 24 mmutes.
Pistons 129, Knicks 115 --
Hot shooting by guard James
McElroy in the second and
fourth periods lifted Detroit
over New York. McElroy, who
finished with 31 pointiored
10 in the second period when
the Pistons broke away from a
32-32 first-quarter tie to out-
score the Knicks 37-22 and
grab a 69-54 halftime lead.
McElroy also helped the
Pistons keep the Pistons
comfortably in front with
three quick baskets when the
Knicks threatened in the last
period.
Hawks 115, Pacers 85 —
Jack Givens' 20 points led nine
Atlanta players in double





By the Associated Press
PHILADELPUIA — Dallas
Green, who served as interim
manager of the Philadelphia
Phillies since the August fir-
ing of Danny Ozark, signed a
one-year contract to manage
the club again in 1980.
Under Green, the Phillies
won 19 and lost 11 and over-
took the Chicago Cubs for
fourth place in the NL East.
However, they still finished 14
games behind the eventual
World Champion Pittsburgh
Pirates.
scoring the Pacers 10-2 in one
first-period span to take a 16-9
lead, then spent the rest of the
game padding it.
Center Wayne "Tree"
Rollins blocked nine shots and














• COROLLA TERCEL. 
$3,698733 Est
Introduce yourself to the low-
est 'priced, highest mileage
Toyota you can buy—the
all-new Corolla Tercel with
front-wheel drive.
Priced to feel good.
At $3,698, the Corolla
Tercel is an outstanding
value. Included in the price
are Hi-back bucket seats,
a sporty 2-spoke steering
wheel, side window de-mist-
er, a locking gas tank and
much more. For $3,698.
you're well-equipped
and ready to go!
What a lot of
miles per gallon!
Few front-wheel
drive cars offer more.
Corolla Tercel is rated at a
high 04 EPA Estimated MPG,
43 Estimated Highway MPG.
Remember: Compare this es-
timate to the EPA "Estimated
MPG'' of other cars \NV man-
ual transmission.You may get
different mileage depending '
on how fast you drive, weath-
er conditions and trip length.
Actual highway mileage will
probably be less than the
EPA "Highway Estimate"
A unique feel for comfort.
Corolla Tercel's 1.5 liter
4-cylinder engine is in a posi-
tion to give you a lot of good
feelings most other front-
wheel drive
cars can't. Like the
feeling of more positive shift
action, a more natural steer-
ing wheel position, plus a lot






-.Now sa sea se
;.MMORI
tlIOPOrgir
A real feel for the road.
With all this comfortable
space (front and back) -
comes smooth performance,
helped by rack and pinion -
steering, four-wheel indepen-
dent suspension, and aero-
dynamic styling.You get the
feeling Corolla Tercel can
handle just about anything.
A real all-weather friend.
Toyota's new Corolla
Tercel. It's the front-wheel
drivacar that happens to be
the highest mileage, lowest
priced Toyota you can buy.
Because these days, bad
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p,)ce. Price does not include lax
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emissions Or ophc;nd
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FRANKFORT -- How can a
telephone monitor the
weather The toll-free
Env ironn iental Hotline can.
Pei Pc all in during hot
Spills, complaining about
clvds of pollution and smelly
riflside dumps. After a big
rajii, citizens ask for help with
[mid lowing sewers and septic
tai*s. During cold snowy
Weeks, the phone seldom rings
because air pollution levels
are lo; strip nunes aren't
erating. and roadside
dumps are hidden.
7 The Environmental Hotline
CI-800-372-2991 is a central
teeeiving point for citizens'
question about the en-
inrOninent.
A year ago the Department
ft* Natural Resources and
Km' ir on menta I Protection
inif.iated the 24-hour hotline.
:• %.!Covernment is confusing
entiugh for the average per-
Loll," said Frank Harscher,
Natural Resources secretary.
j'They --don't know where to
call for environmental in-
-fuatiou. The hotline is a
eemtral location where people
Can call and get results. Calls
'art funneled to 15 liaisons in
• thflerent divisions of DNREP,
and 10 other state depart-
ments," Harscher said.
"We take action on all
Calls," he said.























hatitorraW 11•11 lemsier Comer
BARRETT'S
(.....SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
calls in the past sear have
been complaints - about an
enyironmental problem.
Everything from bird drop-
pings on courthouses, to
chemical drums floating
during a flood have been
brought to the attention of the
state.
Hotline calls have alerted
the department to truckloads
of hazardous chemical barrels
i Louisville and to illegal
5:1 ip mining operations in
Eastern Kentucky'.
Of the other calls, 5 percent
were requesting information:
people wanting to know about
the chemical PCP, deer
hunting, or speakers for
prograins. The rest of the
questions pertain to „other
agencies' hotline.
When a caller identifies an
environmental problem, a
field inspector is sent to in-
vestigate. Often, the field
inspector will interview the
complainant to insure the
department is on the right
track.
If a violation of regulations
is determined and the person
responsible for the problem
can be identified, the violator
is asked to resolve the
situation. In cases like
roadside dumps, inspectors
may resort to sifting through
garbage to find a letter with a
name or address of the person
responsible for the mess.
After the problem is
resolved, the caller receives a
letter from the hotline. The
letter thanks, the person for
calling. tells. which division is
handling the problem, and
provides an informational
pamphlet about DNREP.
If. ;he. situation persists,
legal action may be taken by
the department. A hearing
will result and fines may be
levied.
-We would rather have a
...place for people to contact us
about a problem, than to have
them sit somewhere and stew,
not doing anybody any good,"
. said Harscher.. _ • .
"The hotline certainly
speeds up response time.
Before, people would try to
call the governor or their
Congressman. The hotline
channels the complaint to the
'right place immediately." he
said.
Residents Believe
MADISON'V11.1.,E, Ky. I AP
— For every Hopkins COun't:y
resident who belieIes the
county's high schools have no
alcohol or driig problems,
there ace six residents believe
they do. .
That's according to a survey
conducted by four parents,
who presented their findings
.tb the county board of
education this week.
Susan Whitledge said the
purpose of the survey was to
let the board know how
parents • view the county's
schools. And she told the
board that the results were
''not to be taken lightly."
Of Those who responded to
the questionnaire, 363 said
they think Hopkins County
high schools have a problem
with drugs and alcohol, while




Home Medical Equipment Co. offers o full line of
hospital beds, wheel choirs, oxygen, breathing
machines and other Medicare authorized
equipment plus important benefits:
•Wro Bill Modicaro Direct For You!
• Ho Cosh In Advance!
•Frat Dolivary and Mointananco!
'Complete Patient Education!
We ore locally owned and here to help you




HOME 949 Madison St.
Paducah, Ky.MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT CO.
A NEW ADDITION TO THE
HOME FEDERAL FAMILY
Here we GROW again!
Home Federal's new Hickman Branch Office building to be constructed at the Intersection of Highways 125 and 94.
Bob G. Sherman. President and Chief Executive Officer of the Home Federal SaviRg_,
and Loan Association of Paducah, announced today the plans for construction of a
beautiful modern branch office building in Hickman, Kentucky. The Association had ap-
plied for permission to construct a new branch office building, and this week the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board of Washington, D.C.' fully approved the application.
Hundreds of local people have been supporting the Association's application since the
market study revealed a definite need for a great deal of money to be placed in the
Hickman-Fulton County market. Home Federal of Paducah is the largest savings and loan
institution in Western_ Kentucky and presently has three offices in Paducah, a branch of-
fice in Murray, a branch office in La Center, and now office number six to be constructed
in Hickman. Kentucky.
The Board of Directors see a definite need for another facility in the far western portion
of our state and therefore, it is the Home Federal Board's full intention to service Western
Kentucky with beautiful office buildings.
The two and one-half acre tract of land has been purchased at the busy highway in-
tersection, the architects have finished the plans for this beautiful white arched building,
and construction should begin within a few days.
Mr. Sherman stated that we are very pleased with the strong local support from the
various organizations and people who have given their full support in locating an office in
their area, and therefore, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board has given full permission for
the construction of this beautiful building.




N(;S AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH, KY.
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Downtown Branch fAigy Vold Southside branch laCenter Branch101 Broadway Paducah Moll;Ill Mom St. U.S. Highway 60 •
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Red Baron To Fly
High In Promoting
flew Frozen Pizza
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. I AP )
— Look! Up in the sky! It's a
bird! It's a plane! It's...a
frozen pizza salesman!
At first glance, Christian
County residents who gaze at
the sky Friday may think
they're seeing a World War I
flying ace.
This time, however, he
Won't be hunting Allied fighter
planes, but pushing frozen
pizza.
Ron Miller, sales manager
for Sales Enterprises Inc.,
says the pilot is actually an
employee of the company that
manufactures Red Baron
brand frozen pizzas.
He says the employee will
be flying a Boeing Stearrnan
biplane painted to look like the
original flown by the ."Red
Baron," Manfred Von
Richthofen. To add authen-
ticity, he said, the pilot will be
dressed in a leather helmet,
goggles and a silk scarf.
The plane is flying over the
area as part of a sales
promotion heralding the





WASHINGTON AP) -- The
Agriculture Department has
removed a federal quarantine
on the movement of thorough-
bred breeding horses out of
Kentucky, .imposed more than
two years ago to help control a
nevi venereal disease of
horses.
But officials said Thursday
that the federal quarantine
has been replaced by
quarantines imposed by the
state of Kentucky on 41
"premises where infected
mares" are located.
The federal quarantine was
ordered on April 13, 1978, to
help prevent the spread of
contagious equine metritis, or
called CEM.
Officials said the disease
was introduced into Kentucky
by horses imported from
France prior to a ban in
September 1977 on imported
stock from there and other
countries where CEM was
known to exist.
Sidney R. Moore of the
department's,f Animal and
Plant Health Inspection
Service said the Kentucky
state restrictions apply only to
the 41 premises where in-
fected mares are quartered.
Evergreens and leafy trees
cover 90 percent of Maine's
land. This is a greater per-




Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
$ahudays.
A circulation department
employee is on ,duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through



















CENTRAL CENTER 9-9 Mon.-Sat.1-6 Sunday
i .Free Laywaylit
A •No Service Charge
la •No Down Payment Until Nov. 3rd
66161
Cl
Saturday and Sunday Only!16616









She's two dolls in one' For twice the fun! Doll stands I6' , to
It' tall and comes with accessories for both play situations.

































































I feel that all my customers should be offered
the best quality in toys at better than com-
petitive prices. This is my main goal everyday
at Roses. If, after shopping my department you
do not agree I am meeting my goal, please tell
me where I am being undersold and I will make
every effort to correct the oversight. After all,
your satisfaction is my only concern.
The More You Know About Us. . .











Here comes the spunkiest doll any little girl ever saw. She can
toddle along while you hold her hands. She crawls lust about 
a- 
$
anywhere, and can she ever put up fuse The BABY
THATAWAY doll is 15" tall and operated on 20" batteries, not





1297 Similiar To Illustration









Whatever the 2 to 5 year olds a,
tot o ing, they II enjoy more with a slam,
Streamlined Radii; Flyer Model 80
$12.97
\r4









Convertible to Boys or Girls
$299
SNOOPY'S SCOOTER SHOOTERT"










LOW &soggy Inglo ago Acemi esoolo.
Wm Ilse holds Oa • Amami( wear.-
wawa mural 90•••• P Mg', and
wadi Nat blest all ebswiUt. mew
'CHF R A 1.FIX;EK & TINtES
4
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
12th & Main - Murray, Ky.
Attend The Church Of Your Choice
Die foinnanh
Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books













•Coratgete Automatic Transmission Sei rice
209 S. 7th •Complete Tune up 1 Repair Serx,ce 753 1751

























Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
753-4832














• Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
Ky. Lake State Pork Ph. 474-2245
Kentucky rried Citickui
'It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches













Complete Counseling Service -
641 North- 753-2654
'Tie










. D & W Auto Supply





-Go To Church Sunday'
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Ceinittiorinig-Ileating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
412 _ Pizza Hut A....
•Plna•Pasta•Sandwiches










6 30 p m
EMMANUEL MUUMUU
Morning Worship II 00 a an


















Morning orstup '11 00 a .m
Evening Worship 6 30 p m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School 9 45 a _m
Morning Worship 10 45a m








Morning Worship 10 50 a .m
Evening Worship 6 00pm
NEW NT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 00am








Morning Worship 11 00 a .m





Morning Worship 11 00•.rn.
Evening Worship 6 AS pm
OWENS CHAPEL
Slorrung Worship 11 00 a.m
Evenir,g sh'orshir 5 30 p.m 8.6 00 p.m
MOUNT NOSES FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School- 9 30 a m
Worship 11 00 a rn
LONE OAR PRIMMVE
1st Sunday 2 00 p rr.
3rd Sunda,. 10 10 a
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 Main
Worship Service 11 00 a.m













6 00 p m




















6 30 p m
11 00 a m
7 00 p m
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL
Sunday School 1000am
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
LIDIUTTElt MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Preaching 11 00a m 8.6 00p.m












ST. JOHN BAPTIST CRUNCH
Morning Worship 10 45 a m
Sunday School 9 30 a m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service 6 10 p m
Sunda) School 10 %a m
Worship Service 11 00 a m
Sunday Site , 6 30 p m
NEW PROvionla
Sunday School 10 a m
-Preaching Service Ilam
Nirently Service 6 p m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School 10 Ma m
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
wetiesttaTtvenuig 7 00p m
Christian
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Sermces 10 45 a m ,6 00 p m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10 10 a m
Bible School 9 Warn
Evening Service 5 00 p m
Others
CHURCH OF JESUS OMIT
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Woodman of World Bldg.
Sunday School 10 45 a m
Evening Service 4 30p m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mass8 a m I) a m Vpm
Saturday Mass 6 30 p m
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave and 17th St., Murray, Ky ,
Sundays 11 00 am Testimony meeting
second Wednesday 11 pm.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10 30 a m
Bible lecture 9 30 a.m.
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9.45 a m.
()lurch School 11'008 m.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School 10 15 a m
Church Serifice 11 30 a m
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 10 Ma m
Sal 9 15a m
A Light in the Darkness
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE
Do you remember now it felt to be afraid of the dark when you were aChild' When all the lights arre turned out a thousand nameless fears woulddescend on you They Could be banished instantly when someone turned on alight and reassured you MA poor tears were only imaginary
As adults we still must face unknown fears Unfortunately. these tears arenot so easily dispelled as our childhood fear of the data SOFT.* Fears are duderealistic We must all at sometime or another experience the loss of loved onesarid we must tare the bait !hat one day we oursenes will die
Faith in God ,s our on r saNat,on
Ks teachings show us how to deal with the reality of death Study histeachings in the athie and Mend church regularly
Light up the darkness with His word
Church of Christ
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morrung Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 6.10 p m
ustivuesin
Morning Worship 10 30 a m











- SEVENTH t POPLAR












- 7p in summer
7 30p m aioer
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service 10 5.).. ,r,
Evening worship 6 Of
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship 11

































Sunday School 9 45a ni
Morning Worship 10 Iii m
NSPS Worship 5 15 p m
Evening Worship 6 00 p m
Wednesday Worship 7 00 p in
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning worship 11 00 a _in
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Evening Worship 5 30p m
N Y P S Worship 5 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 6 30p m
Presbyterian
LIBERTY CUMBERLANO
Sunday School 10 00am
Worship SerVI re 11 00a m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9 45a m
Worship Service 11 00am
OAK GROVE
Sunday School 10.00arn
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 pm
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11:COarn
Evening Worship 7 00pm
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
()lurch School 930 a.m.
Worship Service 10 45 am
Pentecostal
ALMO HEIGHTS
Morning Worship 11 C0a.m
Evening Worship 7 30p.m
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10.00am
. Worship Sercices 11 00 a m 6 00p.m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 10 00 am








11 00 a m
'7 00p m
7 00 p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC CNURCH
2205 Colejwater Rd
Sun Services 10-11 a.m.-7 p.m. Tue.
Bible Study 7 p.m
INWARDS CHAPEL
sunday School 10.00 a .m
viorstup service 11.00am
Evening Worship 7:00pm









401 Olive - 753-5312
COMPLIMENTS
Paschall Truck Lines





Sunday School 11 Ma in
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship 11 00a rii
Sunday School 10 00a in
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School 10 00a n.
Worship 11 00am
MARTIN'S CRAPE& UNITED
Worship Service I'M. in
Sunday School 10 Ma ni
G000 SHEPHERD UNTIED
Worship Service 11 00. IL
Sunday School 10 00am
moutpooma wino
Sunday School , 1,0- OOlIsn
Morning Worship 11 00 a rri
OUSE? UNITED
Sunday School 10 00a in
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 7 Popm
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service II 00 am 1st & 2nd
Sunday, 10 00 am 3rd & 4th. Sunday
School 10 00 am 1st 2nd Sunday. 11 00
am 3rd Er 4th Sunday
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship 10 00am
Sunday School 11 00am
FIRST METHODIST
Worship 8 45 & 10 50a in
RUSSEIS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 Marc
Morning Worship 11 Man,
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service 9 45 a m
Church School 10 45 art,
GOSHEN METHODIST
Our& School 10 00a ii
Worship Service 11 10. ni
-Evening Services Worship 6 10 pm
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service - 10 00 a /I,
DEXEIJUILARDIN UNITED
Sunday School 10 00a ni
Worship 11 00a m .6 00pni
NT. NINON
Worship Service 10 00 am 1st Sunday &
11 00 m 3rd Sunday. Sunday School
11 00 am tat Sunday 10 00 am 2nd
3rd & Ith Sunda)
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10 00 a m 2nd Sunday;
11.00 sin 4th Sunday. Sunday School








1st & 3rd Sunday Night
9 30. in
10 30 a m
6 00 p in
11100ITS COMPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00. in
Morning Worship 11 00a m
2nd & 4th Sunday Night 7 00p m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School ••••• 9 45 a m
Morning Worship 10 45. m
Evening 6 30p iii
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 Ma m






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Soars, Gen. Manager
ser•iii Groves, Callirmay, Rlaroball, Carlisle Cosortire la Sy. and Henry Co.,
753-4351 or 247-4350
Rutledge Funeral Home
-Serving Murray For 25 Ye,ors
Pete and Anthony Rutledge•










Riley lamitt-Owoorn Tom Jourea-Meclimac
()Art) PHILLIPS











MANUFACTURERS OF 1 11 1
SAFE TY GLOVES
AND APPAREL AlTHE SAGER GLOVE
CORPORATION
r

















































• - inia. •
- - 
Sunday Buffets
- Hwy. 641 South
kl,e1AILIA




























(--3--_-,;--i> FORD I Parker
Ford Inc.
Iawe. meI:Ai- ., g Maio ;53-5'273
WE American
















Bob Dunn, R. Ph.
109 So. 4th Street 15•/. Discount Cash & Carry 753-1462
On Prescriptions
s., Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
Famous Fist) Dinners








"We Have A Burning Desire To Please"
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. • 753-4150
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup & Delivery
Opea 1010 eat -Bail 11:00 pmr.
Smoky Op.. $:S0.. • OWN 1010 pas.










A Bit From Its Historic Lows
By EV A NS W 11T
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK i,AP-1 --
President Carter's standing
ith the American public
strengthened a bit from its
historic lows after a month of
high interest rates, Soviet
troops in Cuba and speculation




rise in Carter's rating is the
largest positive surge in his
ratings since the 16-point jumP
that occurred after the
Mideast summit at Camp
David in September 1978.
In the five weeks since the
last AP-NRC News poll,
Carter has talked to the nation
about the Soviet brigade in
tuba; the Federal Reserve
Hoard kicked interest rates to
their highest levels ever; and
the first pseudo-confrontation
between non-candidates
carter and Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy took place in
Florida.
Although the latest poll
shows a jump for Carter, his
job rating is still extremely
depressed compared to other
presidents. •
Twenty-four percent of
those interviewed Monday and
Tuesday rated Carter's work
good or . excellent. Fifty
percent said his work is only
fair and another 24 percent
rated his work as poor. Two
percent of the 1,600 adults
interviewed nationwide by
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38 Is in debt
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NICE WORK YOU DID





HEY./ WE DID IT!
WE SNUCK INTOTHE
OFFtCERS" POOL!















In September, only 19
percent gave Carter good or
excellent marks, while 49
percent said his efforts had
been only fair. Thirty percent
called his work poor. Two
percent were not sure.
The 19 percent rating was
the lowest ever found ids' a
president since this question
was first asked in the 1950s.
Last month's poll was taken
Sept. 10 and 11, shortly after
the furor erupted over the
Soviet brigade in Cuba and
after Kennedy indicated he
was seriously considering a
primary challenge to Carter.
Carter's job ratings in
several specific areas edged
up in the most recent survey,
suggesting there was no single
major event responsible for
the turnaround, only a general
strengthening of support for
the incumbent.
After a tumultuous month of
economic developments, 13
percent gave Carter high
marks for his work on the
economy, up from 10 percent
last month. Thirty-nine
• percent rated his work only
fair, no change from the 40
- percent of-last month.
Forty-four percent said his
economic efforts were poor,
compared to 47 percent in the
previous poll. The remainder
cent last month. Forty-three
percent said his work it only
fair and 2$ percent called his
international efforts poor.
Five percent were not sure.
On energy, 17 percent rated
Carter's work good or ex-
cellent, while 35 percent said it
has been only fair. Forty-five
percenjesaid it has been poor
and 3 percent were not sure.
Those figures reflect vir-
tually no change from last
month, when 16 percent gave
his energy efforts top marks.
The rebound for Carter also
showed up in another way on a
question on whether the
respondent would like to see
Carter try for another term.
The Public at large split on
whether he should run for re-
election: 43 percent favored a
Carter bid and 47 percent
opposed one. Ten percent
were not sure.
But 50 percent of the
Democrats said they favor a
Carter try for another term -
an 11-point surge compared to
last month. Forty-one percent
of the Democrats opposed a
Carter bid and 9 percent were,
not sure.
In the September AP-NBC
News poll, only 39 percent of
the Democrats favored a
were not sure. tarter re-election try. Fifty-
This finding suggests that -four percent were opposed and
the public reaction to the
Federal Reserve's - recent
moves to slow down inflation
- and Carter's support for
those actions - is not negative
at this time.
The board moved earlier
this month to sharply slow the
growth of the money supply
through record high interest
rates and 'new regulations on
banks. Critics say the moves
could plunge the nation into a
deep recession and throw
millions more out of work.
On Oct. 1, Carter told the
nation- of the steps he was
taking to strengthen the U.S.
presence in the Caribbean in
response to the Soviet troop
presence in Cuba.
While those specific actions
did not draw positiv response
from the public, his excellent
or good rating on foreign
policy stood at 24 percent this
month, compared to 22 per-
THAT WASN'T VERY
GOOP 51R...




















the rest not sure.
As with every sample
survey, the results of the AP-
NBC News poll Can vary from
tlig opinions of all those with
telephones across the country
because of chance variations
in the sample-
- For polls with 1,600 in-
terviews, the results should
vary no more than 3 per-
centage points either way
simply because of sample
error. That is, if one could talk
to all adults in the country,
there is only one chance out of
20 that the results would vary
from the findings of this poll
by more than 3 percentage
points.
Of course, the results can
also vary because of dif-
ferences in the method of
interviewing, the timing of the
survey and the wording of the
questions.





























EVERY 00 IS SALE DRY In THE WISSIFIEDSI
1. Legal Notice 1. Legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLA WAY CIRCUIT COURT
MID-STATE HOMES, INC., Plaintiff, VERSUS
CHARLES D STAFFEY, ET UX, Defendant.
NOTICEOFSALE
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale fo the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the September
14 term thereof 1979, in the above cause, for the sum
of Eighteen Thousand Four Hundred Forty Seven
and 85/100 ($18,447.85) Dollars, with interest at the
rate of eight per cent per annum from the 14th day
of September 1979, until paid and its cost therein I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest
-bidder, at public auction on the 22nd day of-October,
1979, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or thereabout, upon a
credit of 30 days the following described property,
to-wit:
Lot 147 in U,pit 1 of Anderson Shores Subdivision as
shown by plat recorded in Plat Book Number 4 at
Pages 54 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
The above described lot 147 is conveyed and
transferred subject to all protective covenants,
restrictions, easements, reservations, and all other
venants running with the title of said land as
shown in Book 154, Page 2201 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
This being the same property conveyed to Charles
D. Staffey and wife, Clara Staffey, A/K/A Clara
Elaine Staffey, A/K A C. Elaine Staffey from
Anderson Shores, Inc. by deed dated October 7, 1976
and recorded in Calloway County Clerk Office in
Book 156 and Card 1657.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must ex-
ecute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale, until paid, and having
the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be







Listed here is a ready
reference that will quickly
help you locate th•




3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory






13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy












17. Mobile Horne Sales
21. Mob. Horns Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
21. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
33. Forms For Rent








44. Lots For Solo
45. Farms For Sale






52. loafs and Motors
33. Services Offered
54. For Trade
























and 21st. Aurora Coun
try Festival. furnish







The Jack & Jill Play
School, 107 S. 14th,'




MING DAY. Call 753-






Ideal for storing house full of
furniture cars, antiques,
business overflows, etc










AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
Call 753-6531 ask for•
Sandi
Visit the Bargain Room at the
Youth Shop. 504 Main. New
and used clothing at low, low





Good 15 aluminum runabout,
with 85 h.p Mercury outboard,
comes complete with trailer,
canvas top, skis, ski rope, and
3 life jackets. Cell 753-1916,






Comp. Care .. 753-6622




Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Hwnane Soc. 759-4141
Learn To Read 753-2288
Needline 753-NEED




Senior Citizens . . 753-0929
Sheriff 753-3151
State Pol. .1400-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger
Times and the Social
Concerns- 42ommittee.
--Taders are urged to clip
the list and keep handy
near the telephone; A
1. Legal Notice 1, Wei Notice
ORDINANCE NO. 698
AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR I,HE LEVY
AND COLLECTION OF A TRANSIENT ROOM
TAX TO PROVIDE FUNDS FOR THE OPERA-
TION OF THE MURRAY RECREATIONAL,
TOURIST AND CONVENTION COMMISSION.
WHEREAS, the Common Council of the City of
Murray has duly adopted a Resolution establishing
the Murray Recreation, Tourist and Convention
Commission; and
WHEREAS, to further the objectives and purpose
of said Commission requires raising revenue by im-
posing a transient room tax
NOW THEREFORE, THE COMMON COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY DOES ORDAIN AS
FOLLOWS:
1. TRANSIENT ROOM TAX. There is hereby im-
posed and levied transient room tax of three percent
(3%) of the rent for every occupancy of a suite, -
room or rooms, charged by all persons, companies,
corporations or other like or similar persons,
groups, or organizations doing business as motor
courts, mbtels, hotels, inns or like or similar accom-
modations businesses within the City of Murray;
said transient room tax shall apply to transient
guests who occupy a suite, room or rooms in motor
courts, motels, hotels, inns or like or similar accom-
modations businesses for a consecutive period of
thirty days or less.
2. COLLECTION. That all persons, companies,
corporations or other like or similar persons,
groups or organizations doing business as motor
courts, motels, hotels, inns or like or similar accom-,
• modations businesses shall collect and pay said
transient room tax to the City Clerk of the City of
Murray or other_ agent .designated by the Murray
Common Council as collecting officer for the City of
Murray.
3. QUARTERLY PAYMENTS. That the payment
required to be made on account of the tax hereby
imposed shall be made quarterly for the quarterly
periods ending March 31, June 30, September 30,
and December 31 of each year, on-or before the last
day of the month next following the quarter of said
tax collection, to the City Clerk of the City of Mur-
ray or other designated agent of the City of Murray.
4. ANNUAL GROSS RENTAL REPORT. That
each person subject to the tax imposed by this Or-
dinance shall, on or before the 15th day of the fourth
month following the close of each year, make and
-file with the City Clerk of the City of Murray or
other designated agent of the City of Murray, a
return, in duplicate, on a form furnished by hr ob-
tainable from the City Clerk, setting forth the ag-
gregate amount of the gross tentals charged during
the preceding calendar year for every occupancy of .
a suite, room or rooms, together with such other
pertinent information as the City Clerk may re-
quire.
5. INTEREST AND PENALTY ON UNPAID
TAX. That the transient room tax imposed by this
ordinance remaining unpaid after it becomes due
shall bear interest at the rate of seven percent 17%)
per annum, and the person from whom said tran-
sient room tax is due shall further be charged a
penalty of one-half on one percent 1.5%) of the
amount of the unpaid tax for each month or fraction
of a month said tax remains unpaid. .
6. LIMITATION ON USE OF TAX REVENUE.
That the money collected from the imposition and
,levy of this tax shall be maintained by the City Clerk
in a special fund and such money shall be used sole-
ly for the purpose of promoting recreational, con-
vention and tourist activity in the City of Murray as
set out in KRS 83.350, and shall not be used to pro-
vide a subsidy in any form to any hotel, motel, or
restaurant. Any money not expended by the Com-
mission during any fiscal year will be used to make
up a part of the Commission's budget for its next
fiscal year. -The creation and establishment of the
Murray Recreational, Tourist and Convention Com-
mission are hereby approved, confirmed and
ratified.
7. SEVERABILITY. That the provisions of this
Ordinance are severable. If any sentence, clause or
section or part of this Ordinance or the application
thereof to any particular state of case is for any
reason found to be unconstitutional or invalid, such
unconstitutionality or invalidity shall not affect or
repeal any of the remaining provisions, sentences,
clauses or sections of parts of this Ordinance.
8. EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall take
effect immediately.
ADOPTED AND APPROVED ON SEPTEMBER
27, 1979.
ADOPTED AND APPROVED ON OCTOBER II,
1979.
COMMON COUNCIL, CITY OF MURRAY, KEN-
TUCKY




2. Notice 2. Notice •
Hebrews 10:26: -For if we sin
wilfully after that we . have
received the knowledge of the
truth, there remaineth no more
sacrifice for Sabbath
worship service. Saturday's 5
pm- til 6 pm. Bible study. 6 til
7 and 7 til 8 evenings. Study by
phone anytime. Free Store for
the • needy.-- Alt- -donations ap-
preciated. Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store, 759-4600.
Will the young man driving the
dark blue or green 1961 Ford
truck with light top who took
the 18f1. silver metalflake
Hydrostream boat with 175
Evinrude from 718 So 4th
Tuesday, October 2 at 6 30 AM.
please call 753-3619 before
legal action is taken. I have two






















Let us plan your par-
ty We're artists













' 3 arld 4 year
.1 •
5. Lost and Found
MinatUre
"3-:t-' Mother and pup-
%.2.ther nas 2 brown spots
the name Shasta_
the Lynn Growe corn-
• Reward' 435-4116 or
.1"3
6. Help Wanted 
Addresers wanted immediate-
Work at home no ex-
:.erience necessary excellent
nay•A•Ite Amer4can Service.
.350 Park Lane. Suite 127.
..)allas TX 75231
!-,eip wanted Part-time workers
from 7 til 5 pm M Avery
Lumber Co Box 95 Purvear
TN 901-247-3761 
homeworkers earn $50 per
-iundred securing. stuffing
eneve!upes Free details Reply
Titan Box 944852N
Schaumberg. IL 60194 
Heip wanted Permanent posi-
tion open in Murray area for
mature person . as receptionist
in Doctor s office. Typing
essential shorthand or
previous. experience helpful
Puy not necessary 'Send















Need 10 ladies to model
fashionable product Call Mrs
Miller at 753-095_7. 
One experienced cook one
waitress, full or part time. Call
474-2259 for an appointment
Reliable individual to keep in-
fant in my home and do light
housekeeping Salary and
benefits negottabfe Call 753-
0418
9. Situation Wanted




THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY HAS SUB-
MITTED ITS REPORT ON THE ACTUAL EXPEN-
DITURES'Ot, REVENUE SHARING FUNDS TO
THE BUREAU OF CENSUS. THIS REPORT AND
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION ARE
AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC INSPECTION AT CI-
TY HALL BUILDING, CITY CLERK'S OFFICE,
MONDAY-FRIDAY, 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, OC-
TOBER 22 -OCTOBER 26, 1979.
ANTI-RECF-SSION USE REPORT
NOTICE IS HEREBY BEING GIVEN BY THE CI-
TY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY THAT FUNDS IN
THE AMOUNT $3,537 RECEIVED FROM ANTI-
RECESSION FISCAL ASSISTANCE DURING THE
PERIOD OF JANUARY 1, 1978 to DECEMBER 31,













OCTOBER 31, 1979 IS THE LAST DAY TO PAY CI-
TY OF MURRAY 1979 PROPERTY TAXES
WITHOUT INCURRING A 10% PENALTY. THE
10% PENALTY WILL BE ADDED TO ALL UN-
PAID BILLS ON NOVEMBER 1, 1979 AND
PAYMENTS RECEIVED BY MAIL
POSTMARKED AFTER OCTOBER 31, 1979 WILL
NOT . BE ACCEPTED UNLESS THE PENALTY
AMOUNT IS INCLUDED. CITY TAXES MAY BE
PAID IN THE OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK, CI-
TY HALL BUILDING, SOUTH 5TH Se POPLAR
STREET, MONDAY-FRIDAY, 8:00 A.M. to 5:00
P M.
JO CRASS, CITY CLERK
9. Situation Wanted 
Will do sewing all kinds of
clotnes plain and fancy Call
759-4011 
Will do babysitting in my home
in Lynn Grove area Have
references. 435-4379 
10. Bus. Opportunity 
Fabric business for sale Good
location in Paris For further
details call 901-642-6039 or
642-4826.
For sale Office and storage
building and lot ideal for con-
tractor Sparks Street, Paris
TN i901) 642-6445 
11. Instructions 
Western style square dancing
lessons available for beginners
or former dancers. by Murray
Square-A-Naders Club Call
436-2577 • 
14. Want To Buy 
Paying $850 per dollar for 90
percent silver coins. 1965-69
halves paying $1 50 each 52T
9139
Want to buy size 12
Green Girl Scout
uniform. Call 753-1265.
Small to medium size Jar
$1000 or under Call 898-
6962 
Wanted to buy standing
timber, top prices paid 489-
2334 
15. Articles For Sale 
aartment size refrigerator
$50. antique trunk. 3.50. Call
"53-4684 after 530 pm. .
sale aluminum storm.win-
.1ow Call 753-5266. -
Heater commetwar overhead.
18.000 BTU Call 492-8884.
Lock sets, polished brass or an
brass, key in knob sets
.$7 99. passage. $3.99 Wallin
•-ardware, Paris.
Small wood stove with cooker
:All 436-2289 after 6 pm
FOR SALE
White refrigerator,
runs good. Call 753-
9924 after 3:30 p.m.
Solid oak primative kitchen
cabinet with 2 glass doors on
top authenic pulls. stands on
egs, with flour and corn meal
,')ends in the bottom Corn-
Dietely refinished this would
be a prize possession to add to
yOur collection, $399, Also
maternity clothes size 12.
adult bike and child's bike.


























Bookkeeper wanted for a service delivery agency.
Desired qualifications: knowledge of accounts payable
procedures. General knowledge of all facets of ac-
counting procedures. Working knowledge of federal
programs and reporting helpful. High school education
plus one year experience required. Excellent fringe
benefits. Salary commensurate with education and ex-
perience Send resume by November 2, 1979, to Carol
McDougal. West Ky. Allied Services, Inc., Box 736,
Mayfield. KY 42066. ''An Equal Opportunity
Employer
Packaging Foreman
Area manufacturing concern and leader in the
absorbant Clay industry has an immediate opening
for a packaging foreman.
Prospective candidate should possess previous
supervisory and operational experience preferable
in manufacturing or processing environment.
Packaging experience helpful.
Sugcessful candidate should be. capable of
working the 2nd or 3rd shift.
This is an excellent opportunity for an individual
to become part of an exciting progressive company
that offers excellent compensation package and out-
standing company paid benefits. •




Box 819, Paris, Tennessee
An Equal Opportunity Employer
22. Musical 
Baldwin Grand piano. 7 toot,












hood burning fireplace insert.
'Firefire-. 36 wide. 24- high.
with blower 9 months old fits
most conventional fireplaces
:all 753-7716 after 5 pm 
16. Home Furnishings 
Chrome dinette set, red and
gray with four padded chairs
Call 753-7943 
Electric stove, green Tappan
refrigerator: complete double
bed. chest. green naugahyde
Hying room suite and a
reclinder Call 753-9773 after
5 pm 
Stainless steel .sinks double
compartment. 4 hole self rim-
ming. $2999. $3999. and
$4999 -Wallin Hardware.
Paris
For sale 2 turn tables for com-
ponent system one BSR and
one Realistic Call 759-4011 
New shipment of pianos and
organs. Buy ,now and save,
Claytons I & B Music, 753-
7575 
Spinet piano used like new
Used console and grand pianos
Practice pianos and organs
Lonardo Piano Co across from
he Post Office in Paris. TN 
23. Exterminating
2-47-Miiceilaneous
All fuel chimneys triple wall
pipe 6 x30 $1899 8 x30
$29 99 Installation kit 6
$27 99. 8 $41 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris
Aluminum extension ladders
14. . $2888. 16 $3188. 20'
$45 99, 28' $7.0 99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Bath tubs. 5 ft steel white
$64 99 Colors, $69 99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Chain saw chains three-eighths
. inch pitch for the following bar
sizes 16". $10 25. 20-
$11 99. 24". $1499 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Two rugs. excellent condition.
make offer 759-4010.
Used washer and dryer for sale.
coppertone, $75 Call 753-
8218 after 5 pm 
19. Farm Equipment 
IH 715 combine. 4-38 corn
header, plus bean platform In
excellent condition 901-247-
5123 
John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor. completely equipped in-
cluding monitor, John Deere
21 disc. John Deere model
7.000 planter with monitor.
13 John Deere chisel plow,
John Deere 6 row cultivator.
John Deere 15' harrow. John
Deere 6x16 plow. John Deere
rotary hoe All equipment one
year old and in brand new con-
dition Phone 489-2141 
Jan 30- sickle mower, ex-
cellent for trimming under and
around electric fences for high
grass or weeds. $250 759-
1850 after 6 pm
Tractor batteries, 6 or 12 volt.
3EH or 30H, 7 year guarantee,
your choice. $49 99 Exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris _
20. Sports Equipment
Exercise bicycle, excellent con
dition, $15 Call 474-2302
after 6 pm or days 753-5671
For sale Boy's 20 inch bike,
$20. Green Machine. $5 903
Meadow Lane 
Attention Goose hunters' Goose
shadows, $2 75 each Call Neal
at J.U. Kevil Workshop,
Mayfield, NY, 502-247-5346
Firewood, seasoned any
length. delivered $25 per rick
Boyer Tree Service 753-8536
For sale Quality seconds
fiberglass at discount prices for
greenhouses, mobile home skir-
ting garages carports utility
buildings Prices for 10 cents
sq ft and up Desks chairs
safes and file cabinets Ross &
Sons Salvage Mdse Inc,. Mar-
tin TN 38237 Phone 901-587-
2420 Open Mon-Fri 730 to
500 Sat 730 to 300 
For sale Large black locust
seasoned fence posts 753-
5000 or 753-5595 
Fall bulbs including Tulips
Hyacinth, Daffodils Crocust
Iris. etc' Perennial including
Creeping Phlox, Crown Vetch
and others All at bargain
prices African Violets. $1.59
All other houseplants on sale
10-30 per cent off. The Potting
Shed, Highway 641 South,
between Puryear and Paris
24. Miscellaneous
Skil saws All witn cutting
blade, model 553, $29 99,
model 574 $3499, model
559. $59 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
25.-Business Services
Sherri's Soap and Shape. all
breed dog grooming Hours, 9
am til 5 pm Tuesday through
Saturday 104 N 13th St 753-
0556. No answer or after
sours. 437-4311 Call for an
appointment today
The Poodle Shop. professional
grooming Pine Point Resort
Phone 642-1972
26. TV-Radio
MCS series stereo component
system Includes AM-FM
,eceiver turn table cassette
deck and 2 speakers less than
year old $480 new, will sell
tor $275 Call 759-1620 
Stack 3 Mosbey s CB antenna
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150 now $75 492-
8834
Wanted Responsible person to
take up payment on 19 color
t.v, warranted Also a used 25
color t.v. Claytons-1 & B Music
open tilbpm 753-7575
27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 furnished. 1265 all
electric 3 bedrooms bath and
half washer and dryer air con-
ditioner new carpet $5250
Call 474-2257
1974- Challenger. 1260. 2
t;edroom all electric air condi-
'oner $5000 Call 436-2524
Jr 436-2524 or 436-5496 
or sale by Owner 2 bedroom
mobile nome 1265 central
air and heat, .on .3'7 acres all
renced Stock barns fruit
trees large bass, pond Also
11 ‘15 block house for guests
Asking $22 000 Call 753-
2757
For sale 2 bedroom. Pi bath
12x55 mobile home Furnish-
ed Possibly left on the acre of
land rent, free $5000 Phone
753-7882 or :458-8350 after
5'pm
Montgomery ,Varrior -mobile
home exce ,nt condition.
12x60. 2 bA,,-)oms. 2 baths
new carpet heat, partially
furnishel Sc.:500 Call 753-
5097 or 1 e49 after 5 pm 
1973 Moci• mobile home
1264 3 c.- -..dom gas 753-
0246
Wheelbarrows, $19.99. $2999
$39 99, 559.99 Wallin Hard- '
ware. Paris
Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener Sharpens your chain
like a pro. $11.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris,
Mobile home roof coating. 5-
gallon pail, $25.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Over 800 rolls of wallpaper in
stock at Sherwin Williams
Southside Shopping Center
Save up to 90 per cent on
ladies, mens, and childrens
fashions. New and like new We
sell for you and to you Only
fine quality and current styles
accepted The Answer. 1407
Main St Benton, KY Open 6
days 10 til 5 pm.
72 inch Seth Thomas floor
clock Westminster chimes. ex,
cellent condition $125 753-
0609 after 5 pm.
Used Minolta SRT 201 camera
with F-1 4 50 mm lens, 135
mm lens and wide angle lens
excellent condition Call 753
1919 between 8 and 5 pm 
Wood for sale. $25 per rick for
hickory. oak. andash Delivered
in Murray area only. Call 753,
063 and ask for Chris Snyder
1972 12x6 -.. 'No bedroom with
central a,' ga's heat anchored.
furnishec w- good house fur-
niture wase• and dryer Will
sell unf..--,t-ed or partially
Call 76 7 4;.. after 330 pm
Will negleaving town. 
21; Mob. Home Rents 
F n! or re 2 :.droom trailer at
4892€:.
,.-- prefer couple9€1 .
Iwo T trailer private
lot, wasre- nd dryer water
753-0725. 
Three t,e,:• -n trailer, nicely
4 lot for hogs
barr •• heat or wood




Electr;r: nea. ,s, 4000 watt. 4
wstarcek p Wallin Hard-
ware 




t o mlianti c4
cast iron gs and doors, 24
fire box ii9.99 Two speed
wauatic,:n t'a;crieowpear. $49 99.ris
10-.11iisiness en(a
_
-smal 0", i€!; available at once,
oFlorcr7a5;?::::-.1,0ful tooh r 5th7 53S-5t 0. 002
eShop f. en CaH attnetr 6
31. Want 
War. One or two
- ,e or apartment.
Apts..• Friii•easoneabnIte. 753-
32. 
. rt,,,lemr sm. tey n t CfaOl ti 
r7e5n3t
32. Avis-. For Rent 
One bedroom. $80 per month
two bedroom. $100 per month
Stove and refrigerator furnish-





and dryer hookup central heat
and air. Call 753-7550
I
Apartment for





Very nice large unfurnished
apartment 5 rooms plus utility
room close to campus Call
753-7276 
33. Rooms for Rent_ _ _ _ _  _
Room for rent $10 per month
utilities furnished 753-1812 or
759-4909 
34. Houses For Rent •
For rent Partially furnished
farmhouse garden etc Near
school You put in bath make
repairs rent negotiable Write
Box 32 T
Small house in county 153-
4065 
Three bedrooms, living room
dining room utility room and
garage Furnished with stove
refrigerator and dishwasher
$300 per month Call 753-
6291 after 5 pm
36rFor Rent Or Lease 
FOR RENT
Warehouse storage
space, up to 1,000 sq.








For sale Bred cows with calves
Current, market price Have
health papers Also 11 acres of
fenced pasture (Retiring)
Springing Holstein heifers Call
502-694-3500 after 8 PM
Milburn Ky 
38. Pets-Supplies 
AKC registered Cocker Spaniel
puppies. 7 weeks old, $15
each Call 753-0662 
AKC German Shepherd pup-
pies solid black and solid
white 502-554-2153 
All breed groomings and boar-
ding_ We also bowl pets AKC
Pug and AKC Mina Schnauzers
usually available Phone Hid-




weeks old. Call 753-
3928 after 4 PM.
For sale Registered Cocker
Spaniel. 6 months old solid
black, has all shots $50 Call
753-6204.
Two blue tick hounds, 14 mon-





Oct. 20 and 21 at THE
BLACKFORD NOUSE
GALLERY 1804 Cold-
water Rd. 9 a.m. til 7
Rain or Shins
(If rains will be held in
basement ). Some an-






Fri. / Sat. Night Spacial
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish *
Dinner
All You Can Eat 
$399 ,*
includes French Fries, Cole *
claw 8 Hush Puppies
:Southside Restaurant *
* Si. 12th St. (e.od. Ronk of Murray Branch)
Ws: Nan.-Sat. I a.m. to 11 
p.m.
sea. 7 a.m. to p.m.
****************
FOR RESULTS
41. Publii Sale 
Big 4 party yard sale Friday
and Saturday. 1  mile off 121
East on Cherry Corner Road
753-8263
Carport sale, Saturday. October
20th at 108 S 13th, 8 til 4 pm
Tredle sewing machine twin
bed mattress and springs.
plants, one room air condi-
tioner. and clothes
Carport sale at 1602 Sunset
Drive. Saturday. October 20th
from 8 til 5 pm Lots of tools
household items and more
Four party yard sale at 1203
Olive Street. Saturday. October
20th, 8 til 4 pm. Children
brand name clothes. adult
clothes, dishes, half bed
chest, records, lamps. etc
Four party garage sale. Satur-
day. October 20th at 823 North
19th St. Paperback books,
bicycle, clothes of all sizes.
some antiques. many goodies, .
Four party yard sale. Saturday
on highway 121 in Coldwater
next to Church of Christ. 9 am
hi 7 Linens. bedspreads,
drapes vases, flower pots
clothing freezer bowls bath
towels, a walking and togging
exerciser with meter other
items too numerous to men-,
lion If rains sale will be held
following Saturday 
Garage sale. Saturday October
20th 8 til 7'1608 Catalina
Drive 48 piece, knife collec-
tion cameras flowers.
miscellaneous kitchen,items. 2
Solid cherry tables clothes
toYs. lamps. etc 
Garage sale, Canterbury
Estates. 1503 London Drive All
types of articles Rain or shine.
.inside garage Saturday from 8
am til 6 pm. and Sunday 1 pm
til 6 pm
Garage sale. Friday- and Satur-
day October 19th 'and 20th
Maytag wringer washer old
quilt. clothes, miscellaneous
1603 Hermitage 
Garage sale, Friday 12 noon til
5. Saturday until 4 pm Good
selection of items lots of
clothes 1507 Dudley Drive
TARO SALE








Three party garage sale. Satur-
day. October 20th. 7 til 5 115
Spruce Street 




decorating items at half price
clothing, baby clothing and
items. maternity clothes. • And
toys.
Yard sale. multi-party.. Satur
day. October 20th. 8 til 5, 811
Broad Extended Many items.
some furniture Rain or shine
Yard sale, 2 families Antique
furniture, depression glass.
hard pottery. apartment size
portable washing machine. 2
antique show cases. shoes and
purses to match clothes and
numerous other items Highway
68, c mile from Johnathon
Creek Bridge turn right at
Johnathon Shores Watch for
signs Friday and Saturday
19th and 20th 
Yard sale, 1306 Poplar Street.
Saturday morning. 730 til 2
pm. Baby items, furniture,
household goods.
Yard sale. October 20th. 208 S
15th, 8 to 5 pm Clothes,
helmet, radio, quilting frames,
lots of miscellaneous.
Yard sale, 307 S 6th, Saturday,
AM only.
Yard sale Saturday 8 til 5
1713 Farmer Ave Clothes
camper lacks and many more
items
Yard sale. Saturday October
20th. 1401 Story Ave 
Yard sale. Saturday and Sun-
day, at 306 Broach Street
Toys, clothes, plants. nic-nacs
Yard sale, 219 S 11th, Friday
and Saturday. 8 am 111 6 pm
Lamps, baby clothes, plumbing
supplies, and miscellaneous.
Yard sale. East Hazel, 9 am to 4




A park-like settingffi Tree lined
streets, quiet neighborhood
and a rustic A-frame All
waiting for you 3 bedrooms
3rtanged for complete privacy
spacious living room with
woodburning fireplace double
garage 2500 sq ft lust
reducedly Call 753-1492




Fall and winter could
find you well fixed as
these rental properties
located in walking
distance to the Univer-




help on your winter
payments. Call or








Quality plus in this fine horn,
in Cantebury 4 bedrooms
baths, living room, family room
with fireplace and seperar..
rec room Marble baths. Let
and Monicello carpets natura
wood paneling central inter
corn and vacuum system,.
smoke and fire detectors Tot,
many features to mention
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate
759-1707
This makes house sense"' For
the active family who want-s a
really functional. home here's,
an opportunity 3 bedroom, 2
baths fully equipped kit
chen A good place to raise a
family let us show you this
home today Calk- 1492,LOf
fered by Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
Extra large lot Over 300 ft
deep gives you room to enjoy
privacy in the city 3 bedrooms.
2 baths with living room plus
den and built in kitchen and
lots of storage Call Helen today
for an appointment to move
you into this cheerful home
Spann Realty Associates 753.
7724
Purdom & 'Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Murray Kentucky
753-4451
43. Real Estate 
Executive home 5 bedrooms, 3
baths, family room Extras
galore in this energi saving
home Beautiful wooded lot
Heat pump, automatic roof




,lad thermo doors, beautiful
kitchen cabinets. electric
garage door opener Shroat-







Neat 2 bedroom frame
home, situated on 4L-i
acres, mostly wooded,
only 3 miles from city
off 94E. Spacious
living room, eat-in kit-
chen has new cabinets,






This practically new 2




elec. heat, air cond. all
this for only $10,500.
*4%
Call 753-8080 
For the greatest return on
money Invest • in real
estate We have a business op-
portunity for you that will let
you build up equity receive an
income and provide a good tax
shelter Approximate monthly
income of $un Call for more
information 753 -
1492, Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors
For sale Two or 3 bedroom
house with 1036 sq ft which
has been recently remodled It
features a large kitchen with
pantry lots of cabinets and big
utility room Bus from Calloway
and Marshall Co runs by this
house Sale price only $20,700
Contact Sharon Teckenbrock at
521,9715 or at Marco Realty at
527-1582
Outside the city limits but with every city con-
venience is this ten room, four bath house with
over 3,700 square feet of living space. Large two
car garage and two car carport: outside en-
trance for upstairs if you desire to rent for extra
income. Immediate possession and Owner finan-
cing is available! Located on College Farm
Road.
Overlooking beautiful Kentucky Lake is this im-
macculate year-around-home with 165 feet of
good waterfront. Nearly new dock and pier;
fireplace with heatalator; large glass and screen
porch; all furniture included. Priced to sell at
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We have just listed a
200 acre farm with ap-
proximately 120 acres
tendable. The farm
has two tobacco bases
and barn as well as a
6,000 bushel grain bin.
Owner_ also has a
mobile home and 35
acres, 20 of which are
tendable, for on!',
$29,900. Call today on
both these farms-
Phone Kopperud Real-








4000 Square feet in-
sulated metal building
on 11'2 acres located on




cost - 60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for fuil-time real
estate service.
Texas Valley Fresh!










Georgia Yams 33' a lb or $7 per bushel
Alabama White
Irish Potatoes 15c, lb. or $e" per bushel
Illinois Apples; Romes, Jonathon, Double
Red Delicious, and Yellot Delicious
$830 per bushel
Tennessee Pumpkins
r JONES PRODUCE 




1979 Cadillac Eldorado, loaded.
1979 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, 4 door, loaded.
1979 Toronado deisel, loaded
1979 Bonneville Brougham, 4 door, loaded.
1978 Pontiac Firebird, silver, 4 speed, 20,000
miles.
1976 Pontiac Trans Am, silver, new tires, ex-
cellent condition.
1975 Ford LTD, 2 door, brown, new car trade in.
1974 Oldsmobile 88 Royale, 4 door, white and red,
extra clean.
1974 Chevrolet Caprice, 4 door, double power and
air.
1973 Chevrolet Impala, 4 door, double power and
air.
1973 Oldsmobile 98 IS, 4 door, 50,000 miles, one
owner.
1973 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser Wagon, double
power and air.
1971 Pontiac Grand Prix, double power and air.
1968 Firebird convertible, yellow, new top, new
paint job.
2-1974 Chevrolet Caprice, 4 door,' double power
and air.
1966 Ford Galasde 500,4 door, 42,000 miles.
*Good clean used cars needed highest trade-ins







t,ye acre solar home site witk
Jiveable underground portion
completed 30x40 concrete
block shop building and con-
crete block well house Located
lust off Overbey Road. 217
miles from town Exceptional
buy at $30.000 Call Russ
Spurlock at Spann Realty
Associates. 753-1724
Great location' 204 South 9th
St Convenient to hospital. doc-
tors town, shopping and chur-
ches Living room. kitchen. 2
bedrooms, and bath Roof is
one year old Neat older home
Listed at $32,000 Shroat-
Waldrop Real Estate, 759-
1107
44. LotsiOale 
Lot for sale Kentucky Lake,
Pine Ridge Shores, wooded
area walking distance to lake.
sacrafice must sell. $1100
443-6045 or 502-239-7215
Large wooded lots. city water, 4
miles East 94 restricted area.
Oakwood subdivision 753-
5593
Lots - tots - tots! 2 adracent
lots with city water and sewer
on Doran Road. $7500 each;
Your choice in Lake Forest sub-
division $2100. $2300.
Panorama Shores. $2700. Ken-
tucky Lake Development.
$1500, Mobile home lot with
water sewer and utilities.
Comrad Heights. $4800,
Maplewood Estates, city water.
$3500. Lakeway Shores, corner
lot.' $1800, 7 lots Baywood
Vista, $1300. Meadow Green
Acres city water $3500. 2 lots
on ClaysPire. $2500 and
$3500 Call Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724.
Lots for sale. Joining city limits
paved streets, water, and
sewer Call 753-4060 
Two lots, 100x210 each,
Dinguid Drive. zoned R=.4. city
water and sewer. $7500 each
753.5744
46. Homes-For Sale 
A 3 bedroom house with 2 full
baths. including a sunken
shower, carport. black top
drive 4 out buildings 5 apple
trees, grape vine, large dog
pen. electric heat. 90 per cent
carpet 1'7 acres garden spot.
located '4 south of Hazel on
641 Phone 498-8680 
Dwelling house. presently va-
cant has been used 12 years
for church renovate to your
own liking Choice level lot
753-0040
*use for sale in Canterbury
New 4 bedroom house nearing
completion Call 153-3903 
5 bedroom 2 bath brick home
with living room, fireplace and
den 30x50 concrete block
body shop Located on 3 acres
Price reduced' Call 435-4382
or 753-8213 
48.  Auto. Services 
Car batteries 35 month
guarantee. 80 amp $29 99. ex-
change 60 moat* guarantee.
95 amp. $39 99 exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris 
49. Used Cars 
cy owner ;912 Olds. 88 con-
yertible 1978 Chevrolet 8
passenger Van. air, power.
16.000 miles 753-6760 after 5
rT1
1978 Camero, power and air.
red with black interior good












1971 Chrysler V& automatic,
full power Also wood stove
with blower Both are in good
condition Call 489-2200 
1970 Datsun Sport Roadster
good top. tonneau cover, a light















Family home and all possessions destroyed by fire.
Desperately needs to sell lot. Lot is 100x240 on high-
way 280. Approximately 3 miles from town. Septic
system, electricity, telephone all ready for im-
mediate hook up. Priced at $4800 for quick sale. Call
Mr. Spurlock at 753-7724.
a.
Ott.
What are the guidelines for today, chief?
49. Used Cars  49. Used Cars
1916 Cutlass Supreme power_
air. AM-FM 8-track, maroon
with white vinyl half-roof wire
wheel covers. $2875 Call 753-
6671 
1973 Datsun. $650. 1962
Chevrolet, $200. Call 759-
1890. ' 
1974 Eldorado Cadillac. el-
cellent condition, red with
white vinyl top, red leather in-
terior Call 753-9706 of 753-
9422 
1976 Ford Granada. good on
gas. low mileage. excellent
condition, must sgh. 753-2677
For sale. 1978 T-Bird Town Lan-
dau. fully loaded, moon roof
Take over payments plus $200
753-0318 after & pm.
For sale 1973 Oldsmobile
Regency° Call 753-0035 or 753-
5690. •
For sale 1913 Maverick. 307
V8, power and air. 761-6356
1979 Honda Accord LX, 5.
speed, factory air, power steer-
ing:$6.900 Call 753-2266.
1977 Hornet AMX. 26,000
miles, red with white interior.
extras. Call 753-5897. 
1979 LTD II, 4 months old.
4000 miles, last one delivered
new in Murray. Call 753-6784. 
1978 Monte Carlo Landau.
power steering and brakes. air,
AM-FM. CB radio. low mileage.
excellent condition. one owner
642-5027 mormngs.
1973 MG Midget, good condi-
tion new tires. new top. Call
after 6 pm, every day except
Wednesday. 753-3984 
1973 Monte Carlo. Call 753-
8361
1970 Oldsmobile. Cutlass good
Condition. $500. Call 153-
8937 
1968 Plymouth Satellite 383,
excellent running condition.
Must sell. 753-2677. 
1914 Vega GT. automatic, air.
$350. Call 753-3918. 
1969 VW Bug, xcellent condi-
tion excellent gas mileage.
Call 753-7259 or 753-2395
after 5 pm. 
1974 Vega Hatchback,
automatic, good condition.
$895 1975 Ford Gran Torino.
automatic and air, excellent
condition, $1175. Call 489-
2595
mummy
1979 MAZDA AX-7 -
Silver with black in-
terior, 5 speed,
AM/FM stereo. 7,000
miles. Sharp. Call af-
ter 6 p.m. 753-1613.
ils
1978 Pontiac Gran Prix. fully








1912 Vega. $150 needs sorr.,
work 753-0310 , 
1941 Wills military jeep•
needs motor work. Will trade
for 6 cylinder Chevy pickup
Call after 6 pm. 436-2855 
1917128 Camaro. white with
brown trim. tilt AM-FM 8 track
tape 435-4373 
50. Used Trucks 
1971 Chevrolet two-ton truck,
low mileage wit or without
cattle bed. 527-1315 or 474-
8854
1979 C1-5 Renegade white
with blue strips power steer-
ing. positnie track, lock out
hubs perfect ccndition $6850
or best offer 753-6802 or 753-
7108
1974 Ford pick.,. $1900 Call
753-4094 after .0 pm 
1973 Ford 100 Ranger
pickup V8 ac. ps. good condi-
tion make offer 436-2146 
1976 GNIC Sera. Grande. air.
ps. pb tilt heel, 43.000
miles. $2900  759-1759 
One 1972 C-60 (hevrolet 2 ton
truck, will tare 16 ft. bed, ex-
tra clean. $2750. Call days
615-232-515' fights 615-232-
6221 
1972 Twotcn ,,nevrolet truck,
427 motor 5-speed, 2-speed
axle, good tires air, brakes,
power stee,,ng 16 ft. grain
bed. 23.000 lb rear axle. 9000
lb front ante new 22 ton dou-
ble cylinder hoist Call 753-
6626 or 753-5198. • 
51. Campers
Complete winterizing and
repair on all brands. Winter
storage available. Hitches.
parts. and-accessories. White's
Camper Sales Highway 94
East. Murray r • 753-0605. 
For sale 1973 Windsor travel
trailer, fully rr.uipped. $400
and take over note. Call 753-
4150 between 10 and 530.
ask for Terry
Overhead car-oer for long
wheel base tr:li in good con-
dition $600 C.;,. 492-851'5. 
1978 Popup ca-lper like new
Great for deer 7unters Has ice
box, gas stove an) furnace Call
474.-8866 afte• 4 during, week
anytime on iiiieel.ends.
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and







Closed All 1)ay Wed.
Saturday ;" 30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE 75'
ist Mmes.* b..* nit siviise roe III MIS see any hlS. Iteltr ionise
WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in Citr
441.1116"""14imi FREE
ard _a 20 MILE
DELIVERY
; I 753-0984
Floored and reedy. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home .d-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x60. Buy the best for less.
crows now psi s pIA flu WM 11
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
51. Campers
16 Scotty camper $475 Can
be seen at 1100 Miller Ave or











All types home remodeling and
maintenance. References.
Guarenteed work. Free
estimates Call 753-8948 
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters. and










Backhoe work. septic tanks,
footings, and gravel hauled.
492-8258. • •
Carpentry service. Whatever



















Concrete and block work Block
garages basements driveways
walks patios steps free
estimates 153 5476
Carpet cleaning at reasonable
rates Prompt and efficient ser-
vice Custom Carpet Care 489-
2774 
Chimneys and stoves cleaned




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5821 
Carpet and vinyl installed Work
guarenteed 7 years experience
in this area Call Bob Mills at
489-2480
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
'stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
estimate. Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343 
For your chain link fencing
needs. contact Montgomery
Ward Free estimates 753-
1966 
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears - 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
For your home alterations,
repair, and remodeling, also
new homes and commercial,
call 753-6123 
Guttering bY Sears. Sears con-
tmous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates 
Herndon's Portable welding
service, Route 6. Box 154, Mur-
ray. Kentucky 753-9507.
Housecleaning done have :ex-
cellent references. Call 753-
S802.
Hfave your driveways white rock-
ed before bad weather. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 pm_
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Will do hauling of any kind, city





2 as $2 sq. yd. CASH - you haW.
0 Come bring CASH di Save!!
Va
3
MOM man, sot ch•dtst• get this 4.1 )
coy Get in on this SPECTACULAR sale! where
CASH TALKS, not checks.
ANNUL
SON
Else Usti of Murray, 11. Se Ihry. 641.
Open Sell days/mak. Ph. (101)401-1133.
53. Services Offered 
Licensed electrician Prompt
efficient service reasonable





and brown Roofs sealed Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in, with or without windows
Also carports. single and dou-
ble sizes. Jack Glover 753






'Trees Itiemoyal t Trimming
'Painting














Plumbing or electrical ,epcor
on well pumps water heaters
ranges Also dishwashers .0
stalled lames Burkeen 474
2257
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown 'it *no Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson 153 676)
or 753-4545
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry work complete-
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Cu
Route 2 Box 409A. Paducah
KY 42001 or call day or night
1-442-7026
Will haul anything Clean
basements Will haul county
garbage Call 753.9685
Will haul driveway gravel dirt
;and Also do backhoe and
.oader work Phone 753-4545
or 753-6763 
56-.  Free  Column
Free to good home' Full grown
male Pointer Also 2 pups Call
753-6204
57. Wanted 
Wanted someone to build flu at








Z One portion of our $6.95 stock slashed to $4.95 ...41
cl3 sq. yd. %-t0
N.I.-choose froousanmds. 
of yards of new styles & colors to tO
ti?..
2LC 12 ft. & 15 ft. rubber back tweed - $2.99 sq. yd. 1...
s 12 ft. rubber back'shag - $3.95 sq. yd. ' 2N.
-a Roll ends - while they last - reduced as much 0
cr)
z
Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items 
that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How cay you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger 8, Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running 
your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Oct. Every 
fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the 
entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual 
discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already 
scheduled for October you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
The Sale is open to everyone/ for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads














5. What do you gain from this Sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you 
advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the 
most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the 
amount
of advertising you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Coll 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
1
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Will Be On Sunday
Edward H. Duncan died
today at 11:20 a.m. at his
home, 106 South 13th Street,
Murray. He was 58 years of
age and had retired from the
Calloway County Road
Department.
Mr. Duncan, born May 14,
1921. ).% as a member of the
Pentecostal Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Nannie George Duncan;
father. lalburn Duncan,
:Dexter Route 1; his mother,
Mrs. Reim Hill. Riviera
Courts. Murray; three
daughters. Mrs. John W.
Carolyn) Bugden. 106 South
13th Street. Murray, Mrs.
Junior Janie Ann) Harness,
Leslie. Ark., and Mrs. Dennis
Thelma Ruth Thorn. Almo
Route 1: one son, Carl Dun-
can. Almo Route 1.
Mr. Duncan is also survived
by two sisters, Mrs. Pauline
Royal. Carter. Ark., and Mrs.
Clarence ( Ruby ) Eldridge,
Murray Route 8; three
brothers, Leonard and
Prentice Duncan, Dexter
Route 1. and Ralph Duncan;
five -half sisters; eight
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at 1 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home. Burial will follow in the
' McDaniel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





The funeral for Miss
Frances Sexton of 709 Main
Street, Murray, is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church,
where he was a member, with
the Rev. Dr. Walter Mischke,
Jr.. and the Rev. Robert
Farless officiating. Mrs. Bea
Farrell is organist and Dr. Joe
Prince is soloist.
-Serving as pallbearers are
Joe Dick, Earl Douglas, Will
Whitnell, Ned Wilson, Tom
Rowlett, and Homer Martin.
Serving as an honorary group
are members of the First
United Methodist Church
Women.
Interment will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Miss Sexton, 72, former
teacher and business woman.
died Thursday at 8:35 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was the
daughter of the late Jesse
Dudley and Maude Whitnell
Sexton.
She is survived by two
sisters, Miss Ruth Sexton,
Murray, and Mrs. J-.-W.
(Jane) Atkins, McKenzie,
Tenn.; • one niece, Mrs. John
1 Nancy) Proctor. and one
nephew. John Sexton Atkins,
both of _ Nashville. Tenn.: two
aunts. Miss Mayme Whitnell
and Mrs. Christine Rhodes,
and one uncle. Bernard
Whitnell, all of Murray. -
'=" imams solliw nets, es4Mor nem
Flibbas, goinzabis
1977 Caprice Classic
Four door, beige, tan vinyl top, tan cloth interior,
power steering and brakes, air, power seats,
split.seats, power windows, power door locks, tilt
wheel, cruise control, AM-FM stereo tape, ap-
proximately 43,000 Miles, extra nice. $4875.00
GDIMIAL MOTORS POINTS ornsicer
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Ports
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2613




Final rites for Mrs. Hedy
Tucker Walker will be held
Saturday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Gerald Owen officiating.
Music will be by the quartet of
the Sugar Creek Baptist
Church, where she was a
member.
Serving as pallbearers, will
be Buel and Lester Donelson,
Max Dowdy. Troy Vance,
Kenneth Keel, and Keith
Bean. Burial will followln the
Lone Oak Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Walker, 62, Murray
Route 3, died Thursday at 3:25
a.m. at the Long Term Care
Unit of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Her
husband, Herbert Walker,
died April 12, 1970.
She is survived by three
daughters; Mrs. Wally Dyken,
Los Angeles. Calif., Mrs.
Larry Houston, Murray Route
3, and Mrs. Denise Barnett,
Murray: one son. Jimmy
Wilkerson, Murray: one
sister, Mrs. Jim Johnston,
Martin, Mich.; four brothers,
Will Tucker. Kalkaska. Mich.,
Thomas Tucker, Jr.. C Ranch,
Calif., Hazen Tucker, South-
field, Mich., and Tommy Joe




Services were held for Mrs.
Ilubye Wilson, 99. today at 10
a.m. at the gravesite at the
Scotts Grove Baptist Church
Cemetery. Murray, with the
Rev. James Garland of.
_ The Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel was in charge of the
arrangements.
Mrs. Wilson died Tuesday at
Ann Arbor. Mich. She was the
wife of the late Rev. Charlie
Wilson who died in•1961. Born
June 25. 1880, • in McCracken
County, she was the daughter




Wilson, Ann Arbor, Mich., and
one sister; Mrs. Estelle
Bishop, Farmington, Mich.
No! you hard headed ele goat.. . I ain't
wishing you a Nappy Holiday, I'm trying Is
toll you Nappy Holiday Travel, Inc. has a
bunch of boats at fall prices that you've
just got to see to believe. The Ole Timer is
Right!!
For example...
1977 Harris Flote Bote
28' sterndrive, blue and beautiful,








complete with super Motor Guide foot control trolling motor, Lowrance depth fin-
der, Anchor Mate front and rear, brand new 35 H.P. Evin
rude, ready to go fishing
now and for years to come. It's on a good trailer.
All for only $‘2750°°
18' Mark Twain
Inboard-outboard, 165 H.P. Mercruiser, full canvas, like 
new
now for only $475000
19' Trisonic Mercruiser
188 H P $35001"
Brand New Grumman Aluminum
Fishing Boat
as low as 
$4750 0
Many other bargains to choose from at low, low fall prices.
See us now and save!
Used Houseboats
as low as $4750°°
SEE THE BARGAIN MAKERS...
Don McClure Grayson McClure
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
take 9.1 felt cut of Trlu,,oy fir 7rl•ilei Tee teller ,Ikr, 4,, 7 n•*4 biter it 400




Funeral services for Mrs.
Anna Belle Robertson, 61, of
Route 2, Dover, Tenn., are
being held today at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Anglin
Funeral Home, Dover, with
the Rev. Joe Moore and the
Rev. Harry Agee officiating.
Nephews are serving as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Mount View
Cemetery in Stewart County,
Tenn.
Mrs. Robertson died
Wednesday at the Henry
County General Hospital.
Paris. Tenn. Born Jan. 12,
1911. in Stewart County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late John and Mattie
Herndon Futrell. She was the
wife of Thomas W. Robertson
who died in 1970.
Survivors include two
daughters, We-Charles R.
Sleigh and Mrs. Kenneth D.
Johnson, Sr., Woodlawn,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Elroy
Mattie Lou) Griffin, Paris,
Tenn.. and Mrs. May Dell.
Corydon, Ind.: two brothers,
James W. Futrell, Phoenix,
Ariz and David R. Futrell,





The Rev. Gavin Woolhead of
Australia will be the speaker
.at the revival services at the
Elm Grove Baptist Church
starting Sunday. Oct. 21. and
continuing through Friday, .
Oct. 26.
Kerry Vasseur . will direct
the music for the revival. The
nursery will be provided for
the services at 11 a.m. and
6:45 p.m. on Sunday and at 7
p.m.. Monday through Friday.
Rev. Woolhead is one of 104
Australians who are visiting in
the United States for the
month of October. The Rev.
Bobby Sunderland, Diector of
Mass Evangelism at the Home
Mission Board of the Southern
Baptist Convention, is coor- •
dinating the crusades.
The 104 Australians arrived
.at Atlanta, Ga., on Oct. 3 and
are now guests Of Baptists of
the United States. They are
being led by David Morley,
national director of the
Austrialian Baptist Board of
Evangelism,
The Australian pastors,
representing all six of the
Australian states from
Western Australia to
Tasmania. will be preaching
in four separate revivals in
Southern Baptist churches
from Madison, N. J., to
Dallas, Texas. One of the
pastors is from Perth, the city
that turned on their lights for
the United States astronauts.
Hazel Church Will
Hear Layman Sunday
Laity Sunday will be ob-
served at the 11 a.m. services
on Sunday, Oct. 21, at the
Hazel United Methodist
Church with Coy Edwin
Garrett, Jr.. as the layman
speaker,
Serving as acolytes will be
Terri Malcolm and Johnna
Jones.
Sunday School with Carman
Parks as superintendent will
be held at 10 a.m.
The Carolyn Circle of the
Methodist Women will meet at
7 p.m. Sunday at the home of
Dot Provine.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local internt
noon. EDT. today, furnished to The Mar.
ray Ledger & Times by First of















































PROGRAM CONTINUES — With the use of vans from the First Baptist Church and the
Murray Transit Company, the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens have been
able to continue their Meals on Wheels program. Senior citizen funds for this year
were cut and assistance was required in order for the meals service to continue, accor-
ding to Tripp Thurman, director of the senior citizens organization. Standing beside
the vans are (from left) Rick McGee, Glenda Wyatt and Tom Pritchett. Thurman said
thanks also goes to James Williams, Earl Warlord, Rodney Vancil, Lola Dowdy, Alida
Graves, Rudolph Smith and all others involved in the effort. Thurman added help and
vehicles still are needed. Anyone interested in volunteering can contact the senior
attzens office at 106 N. 4th Street or call 753-0929.




Congress sound like they can't
move fast enough to spend
more than 61 billion helping
the poor pay their heating bills
this winter.
"The important thing is to
get the dough out before
people freeze to death," said
Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y.,
Pleasant Grove To
Hear Pastor Sunday
Morning worship will be at
10:45 on Sunday, Oct. 21, at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church with the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Paul
Blankenship, to speak on the
subject, "Who Is Jesus,
Anyway?"
The choir, directed by Mrs.
Imogene Paschall, will sing
"The Keys to the Kingdom"
with Mrs. Olivene Erwin as
organist and Tommy Gaines
as pianist. Dr. Russell
McIntire, professor
philosophy at Lambuth
College, Jackson, Tenn., will
also sing a solo.
Sunday School will be at 9745
a.m., evening worship at 6:30
p.m., and youth fellowship at




The Murray High School
marching band will be per-
forming 'in the. Contest of
Champions to be . held
Saturday, Oct. 20. at Middle
Tennessee State University
stadium.
The band schedule will
begin at 7 a.m. Saturday at
Roy Stewart Stadium. At 8
a.m., the buses will leave to
travel to Murfreesboro for the
contest.
Murray will perform at 18
p.m., and finals will begin at
7:30 p.m. The awards will be
presented at 9:30. p.m. The
contest will consist of bands
from Kentucky, Tennessee:
Mississippi and Ohio.
The buses will leave Mur-
freesboro approximately one
hour after the awards are
presented ,arriving in Murray
about 2 a.m. Sunday.
Chevrolet Truck
Destroyed By Fire
A 1966 Chevrolet truck was
completely destroyed by fire.
Thursday, according to a
spokesman for the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad.
The spokesman said the fire
occurred 2 "2 miles east on
Highway 1346. The truck was
owned by Alfie McKinney.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Oc-
tober 19, 13711
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
RecelP01: Act. MI Est. 700 Barrows &
Gilts .16-.90 lower Sows mostly steady in-
stance01113lower
US 14 ne—m lbs. . • 1133.7S-34.0) few 34.25
US 311004401ba. ....... . 
833.50.33.75
US 34140400 lbs. 132-3043.50
US le se-no its.
Sows
1.1S 1-2 VO-3110 07.00-24.00
US 14300400 lbs. $M.00-
27.00
US I44004101W $27.0040.00
US 1-330000 lbs.  $311.0
040.30
US 34 mom lbs. $23.0046.00





""AINTICULAR Al A N
DeVint"" ritUrray-
a $1.2 billion
emergency fuel aid provision
that received final Senate
approval Wednesday.
NATIoNAL
DALLAS AP — Enough
doubt has been cast on the
identity of the body buried in
assassin Lee Harvey Oswald's
grave that the remains should
be dug up to see if President
John Kennedy was killed by:
an impostor, say Dallas
County medical officials.
The Dallas :County officials
point to discrepancies found
by their own check of records
and to others alleged by
British . author Michael
Eddow. ..es, who says Oswald
inav have been impersonated
by a Soviet agent.
INTERNATIONAL
MOSCOW AP — "With
rwnors like that, he should
live for 100 years.•• said a
Communist Party official who
demeol a new torrent of
Western reports that Soviet
President Leonid 1. Brezhnev
had died.
Moscow's morning
newscasts today made no
mention of the foreign rumors
or the denial, made to The
Associated Press Thursday by





Services at 11 a.m. on
Sunday. Oct. 21, at the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
church, located' on Highway
121 South, will cornmerate
• 'Old -Tuner's Day."
The Rev. E. B. Raines,
. Memphis, Tenn., a former
member of the New Hope
Church which consolidated
with Sulphur Springs to form
Good Shepherd Church, and a
=one-time east side resident,
wilt be the guest speaker. He
has been in the Memphis
Conference ministry for some
50 years.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Dan Tucker, extends. an in-
vitation to the public to attend.
Older members'of The church
will be honored at the morning
service and a. potluk meal will




Methodist Church will hear
the pastor, the Rev. Julian
Warren, speak at the 11 a.m.
worship serviceson Sunday,
Oct. 21.
Church School with Jerry
Bibb as superintendent will be
at 10 a.m. Classes for all ages
will be held.
Sunday at 7 p.m. the I.ynn
Grove-Goshen Charge Con-
ference will be held at the
Gusher Church with the Rev.





By OR. BRYAN TRACKER
Countless people suf-
fer the pains in the
lower back...often ex-
tending down into the
legs.. that characterize
sciatica. Although it is
often referred to as a
disease, sciatica is ac-
tually a symptom of ner-
ve damage.
A fall, a jarring bump,
overexertion or other
physical injury. may
result in a misalignment
of the spinal vertebrae.
This in turn results in
.pinching and irritation
of the nerves. The
sciatic nerve, being the
longest, largest nerve in
the body is especially
susceptible to such in-
jury.
Chiropractic's object-
ive is the location and
correction of spinal
misalignments. Could it






The Annual Pick-Up of Bagged Leaves in the City of Murray by the
Street Department will commence Oct. 15, according to Ray
Clark, superintendent. Home owners are requested to
place the leaves in heavy-duty plastic bags, securely tied
and placed at the curb side. Weight should be limited so
that one person can load them into the trucks. Only leaves,
no garbage can be picked up.
This free service is on a call-in basis and calls will be
responded to as quickly as possible. Please call 753-3790
between 800 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
The city also has a leave vacuum machine for persons with
large amounts of leaves. There is a charge of $15.00 per
trip. Leaves should be raked to the curb or behind the ditch
line. Do not rake leaves into ditches as wet leaves cannot be
vacuumed. This is also on a call-in basis and the street




We've all heard people say, "Take care of number one-.
first." This statement clearly establishes number one as
ourselves. Yet we are taught from childhood to be selfless
and considerate of others.
Two popular books of recent years, "I'm OK, You're OK"
and "Your Erroneous Zones" support the idea that self
esteem and loving ourselves are prerequisites to all other
relationships and good mental health.
There is another book that takes yet another point of view.
The Holy Bible. It points out that we are not "Number One."
God is. And to love our neighbor as ourselves implies that we
must love ourselves as He loves us. Only then can we
adequately love another.
This is one opinion or interpretation of hoviChristianity can
help us understand life. At the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) you can tell us how you feel about the Bible.
And guess what? We'll listen.
The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
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r
e
s
s
 W
r
i
t
e
r
N
A
S
H
V
I
L
L
E
,
 
T
e
n
n
.
(
A
P
)
 —
 
It
's
 
n
o
 c
r
i
m
e
 t
h
e
w
a
y
 e
a
s
y
-
g
o
i
n
g
 J
e
r
r
y
 R
e
e
d
h
a
s
 
s
t
o
l
e
n
 
a
w
a
y
 
f
r
o
m
 
a
s
i
n
g
i
n
g
 c
a
r
e
e
r
 t
o
 l
a
n
d
 p
a
r
t
s
in
 c
o
p
s
-
a
n
d
-
r
o
b
b
e
r
s
 m
o
v
i
e
s
li
ke
 "
H
o
t
 S
t
u
f
f
.
"
R
e
e
d
 
h
a
s
 
m
a
d
e
 
f
o
u
r
m
o
v
i
e
s
 
in
 
t
h
e
 
p
a
s
t
 
f
i
v
e
y
e
a
r
s
 
in
 
a
d
d
i
t
i
o
n
 
t
o
 
t
h
e
c
u
r:
r
e
n
t
 "
H
o
t
 S
t
u
f
f
.
"
 T
h
e
y
i
n
c
l
u
d
e
 "
S
m
o
k
e
y
 
a
n
d
 
t
h
e
B
a
n
d
i
t
,
"
 
a
n
d
 
t
h
e
D
i
x
i
e
 
D
a
n
c
e
k
i
n
g
s
,
"
"
G
a
t
o
r
"
 
a
n
d
 
"
H
i
g
h
-
ba
ll
ln
'.
"
I
n
 
a
d
d
i
t
i
o
n
,
 
h
e
 
w
a
s
 
in
"
C
o
n
c
r
e
t
e
 
C
o
w
b
o
y
s
,
"
 
a
m
a
d
e
-
f
o
r-
T
V
 
f
i
l
m
 
t
h
a
t
a
i
r
e
d
 
e
a
r
l
i
e
r
 
th
is
 
m
o
n
t
h
,
a
n
d
 
h
a
d
 
a
 
p
a
r
t
 
in
 
t
h
e
te
le
vi
si
on
 
pi
lo
t 
"
N
a
s
h
v
i
l
l
e
9
9
"
 a
 
y
e
a
r
 
a
g
o
.
 "
S
m
o
k
e
y
a
n
d
 
t
h
e
 
B
a
n
d
i
t
 IT
" i
s
 
u
p
-
c
o
m
i
n
g
.
"
I
 l
ik
e 
a
c
t
i
n
g
,
"
 h
e
 s
a
i
d
 i
n
a
n
 
i
n
t
e
r
v
i
e
w
.
 
"
I
 
a
l
w
a
y
s
w
a
n
t
e
d
 t
o
 d
o
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t 
b
u
t
 d
i
d
n
'
t
k
n
o
w
 
h
o
w
 
t
o
 
g
o
 
a
b
o
u
t
 
it
.
A
n
d
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'
m
 n
o
t
 a
 p
u
s
h
y
 d
u
d
e
.
"
T
e
n
 y
e
a
r
s
 a
g
o
,
 R
e
e
d
 w
a
s
o
n
e
 
of
 
N
a
s
h
v
i
l
l
e
'
s
 
h
o
t
t
e
s
t
s
i
n
g
e
r
s
 
w
i
t
h
 
h
i
t
s
 
l
i
k
e
"
W
h
e
n
 
Y
o
u
'
r
e
 H
o
t
,
 Y
o
u
'
r
e
H
o
t
"
 a
n
d
 "
A
m
o
s
 M
o
s
e
s
,
"
A
s
 a
 l
a
r
k
,
 h
e
 a
u
d
i
t
i
o
n
e
d
 i
n
t
h
e
 m
i
d
 1
9
7
0
s
 f
o
r
 a
 p
a
r
t
 i
n
"
W
.
W
,
 
a
n
d
 
t
h
e
 
D
i
x
i
e
*
D
a
n
c
e
k
i
n
g
s
"
 —
 a
n
d
 g
o
t
 i
t.
H
i
s
 c
o
n
s
t
a
n
t
 c
o
h
o
r
t
 i
n 
t
h
e
f
i
l
m
s
 
h
a
s
 
b
e
e
n
 
B
u
r
t
R
e
y
n
o
l
d
s
,
 w
h
o
 h
a
s
 p
u
s
h
e
d
h
i
m
 f
o
r
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ol
es
.
"
H
e
'
s
 c
l
a
s
s
,
"
 s
a
i
d
 R
e
e
d
,
4
2
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"
H
e
'
s
 
b
r
i
l
l
i
a
n
t
,
k
n
o
w
l
e
d
g
e
a
b
l
e
,
 
h
a
s
 
g
r
e
a
t
S
y
m
b
o
l
i
s
m
 D
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pl
ay
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n
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al
s 
Wi
th
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o
t
h
e
A
n
d
 S
o
n
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el
at
io
ns
hi
p
B
y
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O
B
 T
H
O
M
A
S
A
s
s
o
c
i
a
t
e
d
 P
r
e
s
s
 W
r
i
t
e
r
L
U
N
A
 
is
 
f
r
a
u
g
h
t
 
w
i
t
h
s
y
m
b
o
l
i
s
m
,
 
i
n
c
l
u
d
i
n
g
 
t
h
e
ti
tl
e,
 
w
h
i
c
h
 
c
o
n
n
o
t
e
s
 
t
h
e
m
o
t
h
e
r
 
m
o
o
n
.
 
T
h
e
 
B
e
r
-
n
a
r
d
o
 B
e
r
t
o
l
u
c
c
i
 f
i
l
m
 t
e
n
d
s
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s
i
m
p
l
i
f
y
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p
r
o
f
o
u
n
d
t
h
e
m
e
 
—
 
t
k
e
 
r
e
l
a
t
i
o
n
s
h
i
p
b
e
t
w
e
e
n
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o
t
h
e
r
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n
d
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o
n
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y
e
t
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a
t
 
v
a
r
i
o
u
s
 
t
i
m
e
s
m
o
v
i
n
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s
h
o
c
k
i
n
g
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a
n
d
l
u
d
i
c
r
o
u
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.
 T
h
e
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n
d
i
n
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 w
i
t
h
t
h
e
 
s
o
n
 
c
o
n
f
r
o
n
t
i
n
g
 
h
i
s
n
a
t
u
r
a
l
 
f
a
t
h
e
r
 
w
h
i
l
e
m
o
t
h
e
r
 
s
i
n
g
s
 
o
p
e
r
a
 
o
n
-
s
t
a
g
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t
r
a
n
s
p
a
r
e
n
t
l
y
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o
n
t
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i
v
e
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.
 
T
h
e
r
e
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r
e
m
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w
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w
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o
n
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t
r
a
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n
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c
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p
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c
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c
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p
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r
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u
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p
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c
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.
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c
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c
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n
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i
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n
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u
a
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n
d
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c
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u
s
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o
v
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n
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i
c
h
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l
t
h
o
u
g
h
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n
-
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n
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m
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i
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v
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.
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"
H
o
t
 
S
t
u
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f
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R
e
e
d
p
l
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s
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n
 
a
m
b
i
t
i
o
u
s
m
e
m
b
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r
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f
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n
 
u
n
d
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r
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o
v
e
r
M
i
a
m
i
 
c
r
i
m
e
 
s
q
u
a
d
 
t
h
a
t
t
a
k
e
s
 
o
v
e
r
 
a
n
 
u
n
d
e
r
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o
r
l
d
f
e
n
c
i
n
g
 
o
p
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
.
 
T
h
e
m
o
v
i
e
 
a
l
s
o
 
s
t
a
r
s
 
D
o
m
D
e
l
u
i
s
e
,
 
S
u
z
a
n
n
e
P
l
e
s
h
e
t
t
e
,
 O
s
s
i
e
 D
a
v
i
s
 a
n
d
L
u
i
s
 A
v
a
l
o
s
.
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A
c
t
i
n
g
 
is
 
a
 
s
e
r
i
o
u
s
,
h
a
r
d
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 d
e
e
p
 p
r
o
f
e
s
s
i
o
n
 a
n
d
 a
b
u
s
i
n
e
s
s
,
"
 R
e
e
d
 s
a
i
d
.
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I
t
'
s
t
h
e
 C
a
d
i
l
l
a
c
 o
f
 a
r
t
 f
o
r
m
s
.
"
"
I
t
'
s
 b
e
e
n
 a
 l
ot
 o
f 
f
u
n
.
 I
h
a
d
 d
r
a
m
a
 i
n 
h
i
g
h
 s
c
h
o
o
l
,
b
u
t
 
m
y
 
m
u
s
i
c
 
t
o
o
k
 
m
e
a
w
a
y
 
f
r
o
m
 
a
c
t
i
n
g
 
a
f
t
e
r
 ,
th
at
.
"
I
 e
n
j
o
y
 
t
h
e
 
p
e
o
p
l
e
 a
n
d
y
o
u
 g
e
t
 a
n
 
e
d
u
c
a
t
i
o
n
 f
r
o
m
t
h
e
 p
l
a
c
e
s
 y
o
u
 g
e
t
 t
o
 g
o
.
 M
y
t
r
a
i
n
i
n
g
 
a
s
 
a
 
r
e
c
o
r
d
i
n
g
a
r
t
i
s
t
 
h
e
l
p
e
d
.
 
'I
 
c
o
u
l
d
d
e
l
i
v
e
r
 m
y
s
e
l
f
.
 I
 t
h
o
u
g
h
t
 i
t
w
o
u
l
d
 b
e
 e
a
s
y
 b
u
t
 i
t'
s 
n
o
t
.
Y
o
u
 
h
a
v
e
 
to
 
c
o
n
c
e
n
t
r
a
t
e
a
n
d
 
s
t
a
y
 
w
i
t
h
i
n
 
y
o
u
r
s
e
l
f
.
Y
o
u
 g
o
o
f
 o
n
 a
 3
5 -
fo
ot
 s
c
r
e
e
n
a
n
d
 t
h
e
 w
h
o
l
e
 w
o
r
l
d
 k
n
o
w
s
it
. "
B
u
t
 
I'
ll
 
n
e
v
e
r
 
l
e
a
v
e
m
u
s
i
c
.
"
R
e
e
d
,
 
a
l
o
n
g
 
w
i
t
h
 
K
r
i
s
K
r
i
s
t
o
f
f
e
r
s
o
n
,
 h
a
v
e
 l
e
d
 t
h
e
w
a
y
 
f
o
r
 
N
a
s
h
v
i
l
l
e
 
m
u
s
i
c
p
e
r
s
o
n
a
l
i
t
i
e
s
 
t
o
 
m
a
k
e
i
n
r
o
a
d
s
 i
nt
o 
t
h
e
 H
o
l
l
y
w
o
o
d
h
o
l
d
 
o
n
 
m
o
v
i
e
-
m
a
k
i
n
g
.
F
o
l
l
o
w
i
n
g
 t
h
e
i
r
 l
e
a
d
,
 D
o
l
l
y
P
a
r
t
o
n
 h
a
s
 s
i
g
n
e
d
 f
o
r
 t
h
r
e
e
m
o
v
i
e
s
 
a
n
d
 
Wi
ll
ie
 
N
e
l
s
o
n
a
l
s
o
 
h
a
s
 
b
e
g
u
n
 
m
a
k
i
n
g
m
o
t
i
o
n
 p
i
c
t
u
r
e
s
.
a
n
 
a
f
t
e
r
n
o
o
n
 
a
t
t
r
a
c
t
i
o
n
,
a
n
d
 N
B
C
 w
o
n
 t
h
e
 r
i
g
h
t
s
 f
or
$
4
0
0
,
0
0
0
 
—
 
ap
pr
ox
im
at
el
y
on
e-
ei
gh
th
 
of
 
w
h
a
t
 
A
B
C
p
a
i
d
 
f
o
r
 
l
a
s
t
 
m
o
n
t
h
'
s
F
r
i
d
a
y
 
n
i
g
h
t
 
c
a
r
d
 
t
h
a
t
I
n
c
l
u
d
e
d
 t
h
e
 W
o
r
l
d
 B
b
x
i
n
g
C
o
u
n
c
i
l
 
h
e
a
v
y
w
e
i
g
h
t
c
h
a
m
p
i
o
n
s
h
i
p
 
b
e
t
w
e
e
n
L
a
r
r
y
 H
o
l
m
e
s
 a
n
d
 
E
a
r
n
i
e
S
h
a
v
e
r
s
.
A
B
C
 
t
u
r
n
e
d
 
it
 
d
o
w
n
b
e
c
a
u
s
e
 
o
f
 
t
w
o
 
c
o
n
c
e
r
n
s
,
a
c
c
o
r
d
i
n
g
 
t
o
 
J
i
m
 
S
p
e
n
c
e
,
v
i
c
e
 
p
r
e
s
i
d
e
n
t
 
o
f
 
A
B
C
S
p
o
r
t
s
 —
 "
l
o
c
a
t
i
o
n
 i
n 
li
gh
t
of
 S
o
u
t
h
 A
f
r
i
c
a
'
s
 a
p
a
r
t
h
e
i
d
p
o
l
i
c
y
 
a
n
d
 
f
i
n
a
n
c
i
a
l
.
"
S
p
e
n
c
e
 
s
a
i
d
 
A
B
C
 
w
a
s
 
of
-
f
e
r
e
d
 t
h
e
 f
ig
ht
 f
o
r
 e
a
r
l
i
e
r
 i
n
O
c
t
o
b
e
r
 w
h
e
n
 t
h
e
 b
a
s
e
b
a
l
l
p
l
a
y
o
f
f
s
 w
e
r
e
 o
n
 N
B
C
.
 T
h
i
s
s
t
r
o
n
g
 
T
V
 
c
o
m
p
e
t
i
t
i
o
n
a
g
a
i
n
s
t
 t
h
e
 
f
i
g
h
t
 
w
a
s
 
t
h
e
r
e
a
s
o
n
 
A
B
C
 
t
h
o
u
g
h
t
p
r
o
m
o
t
e
r
 
B
o
b
 
A
r
u
m
'
s
a
s
k
i
n
g
 p
r
i
c
e
 o
f 
$
4
0
0
,
0
0
0
 w
a
s
t
o
o
 h
i
g
h
.
S
p
e
n
c
e
 
s
a
i
d
 
A
B
C
 
h
a
d
s
t
r
o
n
g
 r
e
s
e
r
v
a
t
i
o
n
s
 a
g
a
i
n
s
t
d
o
i
n
g
 
a
 
f
i
g
h
t
 
f
r
o
m
 
S
o
u
t
h
A
f
r
i
c
a
-b
u
t
 n
e
v
e
r
 c
a
m
e
 t
o
 a
fi
na
l 
d
e
c
i
s
i
o
n
.
 "
W
e
 
n
e
v
e
r
h
a
d
 t
o
 f
a
c
e
 t
h
a
t
 q
u
e
s
t
i
o
n
.
 I
t
n
e
v
e
r
 g
o
t
 t
h
a
t
 f
a
r
 b
ec
au
se
of
 
t
h
e
 
f
i
n
a
n
c
i
a
l
 
as
pe
ct
s,
"
h
e
 
s
a
i
d
.
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B
u
t
 
w
e
 
di
d 
ex
-
p
r
e
s
s
 
o
u
r
 
c
o
n
c
e
r
n
 
t
o
A
r
u
m
.
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R
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p
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.
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l
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 f
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 f
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 f
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n
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W
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 L
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ve
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a
n
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.
 
G
u
e
s
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i
n
c
l
u
d
e
 
t
h
e
Vi
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P
e
o
b
l
e
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 H
e
r
b
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h
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r
o
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M
i
c
h
a
e
l
 
J
a
c
k
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n
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c
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o
b
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i
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 m
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